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U. improves
veggie menu
By Chuck Soder
USC REPORTER

Members of Undergraduate
Student Government and BGVeg
are coming together to support
additional vegetarian and vegan
dining choices on campus.
Most dining halls provide at
least two vegetarian entrees per
meal. However, choices for vegans—those who do not eat eggs,
cheese or other animal products
for ethical reasons—are more
scarce.
Both organizations also support public posting of nutritional
facts so that those watching their
diets can make more informed
decisions.
"It is difficult for people who
have allergies or are counting
calories to find out what's in their

food," said Amanda Myers, offcampus senator.
BGVeg
President
Gina
Varrichio said that, ideally, the
facts would be posted on the
University website.
BGVeg, a student organization
of vegetarians and vegans,
formed in October and began
collaborating with USG shortly
after.
"Ion
Bragg
(of
USG)
approached me late last year,"
Varrichio said. "We realized we
were both working toward similar
goals."
Nancy loseph, associate director of Dining Services, said that
more vegetarian and vegan
entrees are on the way. Next
month, Dining Services will be
testing several vegan entrees at

the Kreischer Sundial. If the new
choices are popular, they will
appear in other dining halls as
well, she said.
Dining Services will also be
experimenting with new recipes
over the summer.
She said the University must
constantly develop new recipes
as students' tastes change. "What
used to be big in the dining halls
eight or 10 years ago isn't necessarily big now," Joseph said. "We
don't ever get to the point where
we'll say 'this is enough'."
Dining Services is working to
make information on food content available as well.
Recently, dining halls have
begun using an icon named
"Taylor Tomato" to mark vegetar-
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SAUCY: Taylor Tomato is seen in Founders dining hall marking vegetarian foods.

ian foods and a green "V" to mark
vegan foods.
Dining Services is teaming up
with Family Consumer Sciences
to compile and make available
nutritional information, according to Brian Saxton, one of the

bill's authors.
Though Dining Services is
working to solve the problems,
USG has drafted legislation to
make their support official.
"We recognize that they are
making improvements, but we'd

like to encourage the process as
much as we can," Saxton said.
"This is our way or signaling that
this is important to us."
USG has yet to vote on the two
bills.

Privacy rights beat out public access
Mascot vote
rejected by CSU to student disciplinary records at U.
By Jessica Zisko
UWIRE

LONG BEACH, Calif. - The
California
State
University
Academic Senate rejected a proposal Thursday that would have
encouraged universities to stop
using human groups as mascots.
Members of the 51 -person committee, made up of elected faculty
members from each of CSU's
campuses, said a resolution of
such a nature would have been
difficult to implement. It may also
violate a 1997 policy set by die
Senate that guarantees autonomy
when campuses develop identities
and programs.
"(Mascot depiction) is not our
concern." said Senator Hal
Charnofsky. "We don't police; we
ask. We trust the colleges on our
campuses to come up with derisions."
Other reasons included the
financial impact of changing
human mascots if schools chose to
do so, the fact that human mascots
are chosen by universities for historical reasons, not personal ones,
and that passing the resolution
would be a strike against alumni.
The resolution was introduced
to the group in lanuary by Sonoma
State University sociology profes-

sor Peter Phillips, who contends
that human mascots are offensive
to members of the community
they portray.
Out of the 23 CSU campuses,
eight use human groups as mascots In die past two years, five of
those have had some controversy.
Included in those is the San
Diego State University Aztecs and
the Sonoma Cossacks, a sub-ethnic group of Russians during the
15th to early 20th centuries that
lews say murdered their ancestors.
Phillips' resolution was met with
controversy when it was first introduced two months ago and again
at Thursday's meeting. Ray Boddy,
CSUAS Senator and SDSU economics professor, told The Daily
Aztec last month that he did not
think the resolution would pass.
At the meeting, Boddy proposed
an amendment to the original resolution that, instead, would have
urged campuses use human mascots only if the group was "represented with great respect and sensitivity for human rights and diversity."
"There is an issue here that will
continue," he said. "The key to it is
to ensure (portraying human masmascot. PAGE 5

Discussions continue at universities
regarding interpretation of FERPA
By Brenna Erford
U-WIRE

CHAMPAIGN, IU. - When
asked if she would like to have
access to student disciplinary
information, the mother of one
University of Illinois student
was torn between her concern
for her child's privacy and concern for her child's safety.
"It's a tough call," said the
student's mother, a former
lawyer who wished to remain
nameless because of personal
ties to University officials. "If
(my child) was caught with a
joint, I don't want it to be public
and go on their permanent
record, but if there's a rapist living in the dorm, I want to know
about it I guess that's a double
standard, but that's how it is."
It is that double standard that
complicates an issue raised
back in October, when the federal Family and Educational
Rights and Privacy Act was
amended to allow the disclo-

sure of student disciplinary outcomes. Prior to the changes, the
law had expressly prohibited
the information's release. But in
light of the changes, many public and private universities
across the country, including
the University, have had to
reconsider their rules governing
the release of student disciplinary information.
In September, the University
discussed possible changes in
policy that would allow parental
notification in instances where
students were charged with
alcohol or drug violations. Dean
of Students Bill Riley said the
vast majority of people involved
in the discussion of the issue
supported the University sharing information about people
selling drugs on campus, but
they were not as supportive of
the University sharing information about students arrested for
alcohol
violations.
The
University is in the beginning
stages of discussion regarding
the change in FERPA that allows
the University to disclose the
names of students who commit
crimes of violence.
But weaknesses in Illinois
laws could render the changes
in FERPA meaningless at the

University. Even if the policy is don't want to live in a society
eventually changed to allow the where (institutions) keep secret
release of student names, the lists, but on the other hand, you
student disciplinary hearings don't want them to give out prithey undergo are specifically vate information."
She said she would like to
exempt under the Illinois Open
Meetings Act, meaning that the know that the University hanactual proceedings are closed to dles student discipline unithe public except when a stu- formly, but without access to
dent requests that they be open that information, she said she
feels
the
and the chair
University is
of die commit"The release of
her
tee grants that
public informa- expecting
to have faith in
request.
Although tion by public bod- their approach
to
students
the informaies depends more who
have
tion
from
on the attitude of committed
those
procrimes.
ceedings is not
the holder of the violent
The Campus
exempt under
Security Act
record than
the
Illinois
requires the
Freedom of
anything
else,"
University to
Information
and
Act, the release DON CRAVEN, GENERAL COUNSEL collect
report inforof student disciplinary information can vio- mation about on-campus
late a student's right to privacy. crime in a comprehensive yearBut even though there are a ly report, which includes statisnumber of legal issues limiting tics taken from University
the public's access to student police reports but does not docdisciplinary information, the ument any actions the
final derision of whether to dis- University has taken to address
close information is up to the the perpetrators of those
University.
"It's such a tough balance,"
PRIVACY, PAGE 5
said the student's mother. "You

Muslim prayer facilities needed
at Duke U. says Muslim Association

Enjoying
HAVING FUN: Casey the dog
plays stick with his owners on
the lawn in front of University
Hall yesterday. The warm
weather over the past couple
of days and the official start of
spring has drawn many students outside.

torn RMd BG Nws

By lulie
Bv
Julie Smith
U-WIRE

DURHAM, N.C - Handfuls of
student groups are jockeying for
space on campus, but Duke
University's Muslim students are
now asking for it to suit a unique
need - prayer.
Muslims are required to pray
five times a day, and although
students typically perform both
the dawn and night salats at
home, they find themselves
searching for appropriate prayer
spaces during the day.
"For the Muslim Duke student,
salat during the day is at best a
frustrating inconvenience, at
worst, virtually impossible,"
Muslim Student Association
President Hoda Yousef, a senior,
wrote in a proposal on the issue.
"Some of us have found ourselves praying in the Perkins
(Ubrary) stacks or in empty class-

rooms
rooms"
At least 75 universities have
special prayer rooms for Muslim
students, and Yousef is now
working with administrators to
find such a space on West
Campus. Salat is required at
dawn, between midday and
midafternoon,
between
midaftemoon and sunset, after
sunset and after nightfalL The
prayers range in length from five
to 20 minutes and are encouraged to be performed in congregation.
Muslim students have been
searching for a prayer area for at
least three years, said ludith
White, who chairs a committee
studying space for multicultural
groups Two years ago, Muslim
students could pray where The
Loop is currently located while
that area was being changed
from the University Room to

Cuisine.
Han's Fine Chinese Cuisini
Since then, students have sometimes used a room in Perkins that
is only occasionally available.
This issue was highlighted at a
Nov. 7 diversity luncheon where
MSA and other minority groups
presented their goals to administrators, students and faculty. This
was the first time that many
community members became
aware of the problem, and a
number of administrators have
teamed up with MSA to assist it
in drafting a proposal and
searching for space.
Administrators say the problem with MSA's request, as with
many similar ones, is a general
lack of space at Duke, especially
given the availability, location
and specifications that Muslim
students need.

PRAYER. PAG." 5
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DANCE MARATHON I TIIR.KB DAYS AWAY

DM events planned months ahead of time
By Craig Gilford
CHIEF REPORTER

One hundred forty-eight days
ago the Dance Marathon
committee held its formal
kickoff event, known as the 150 day
countdown. However, the committee
members have been working longer
than that to put this year's Dance
Marathon together.
The planners of the event have been
working since last March.
"We started a week after last year's
Dance Marathon," said Pete Titas,
director of Dance Marathon. "You've
gotta reserve the rec right off the bat.

Can'f sleep?

This isn't an easy event to plan. You have
to set goals for that year and what you
want to accomplish."
There are 17 students on the steering
committee that began planning for
Dance Marathon last summer by going
to a conference for the Children's
Miracle Network. In September, the
committee members were chosen.
According to Titas, it was at this time
that the planning stages really picked
up.
Dan Laschinger, morale chair, said
his committee has met once a week
since the fall. "Most of the times the

meetings last about three hours," he
said.
"It's a lot of time for everyone
involved," Titas said. "They want to be
sure it's run the right way."
Titas said, while there is a lot the
committee does, getting campus-wide
involvement is the first priority.
"Getting everyone on campus
involved is most important, because
they're the ones who make Dance
Marathon a success and without them,
Dance Marathon couldn't happen."
laschinger said the most important
aspect is not lose sight of Dance

Daily crossword answers
Click for . . . Polls and feedback forms
Archives of the Print Edition
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Daily Horoscopes
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4 Day Weather
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Marathon's main goal.
"A lot of times we get caught up in
how much money we've raised," he
said. "If we get over last year's total,
that's great, but if we don't all the money
we've raised still goes to the kids."
like any event that is planned out
there have been bumps in the road getting Dance Marathon off the ground,
Titas said. However, the committee has
been able to work through them. As an
example, he said that some businesses
who support the event may cause problems.
"Some of them want things done a

certain way because they are supporting it," he said.
However, even with the many hours
of work and some of the planning problems, Titas said the end result will make
it worthwhile.
"No matter what, it's gonna be worth
it at the end, because you know who the
money is going to," he said. "It's going to
be great to see all this work I've put into
it and sec the results of it"
Laschinger has similar thoughts, saying, "All the work you've put in you forget about when you get one or two
smiles from the kids."

BO News welcomes your ideas
for future stories *f

Specific web features

Call us at 372-6965
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Q„ game
video

Seniors!

Senior Portraits
Today Only
10:00 - 6:00 Walk-ins Welcome!
28 West Hall
nrm?

w

For every portrait $1 will be donated to
DANCE MARATHON: Earn "Spirit Points"
PURCHASE A YEARBOOK AND $3.00 WILL GO TO DANCE MARATHON
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GOOD POINT
WILLY:

CROSSWORD

www.bgnews.com/page3

"Aphrodisiac of the Day: GNOCCI!"
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WILLY WONKA

Fry like an eagle

Subcontinent
Skyline
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"He airft heavy, he's my Buddha"

m

E.SEAN
MEDINA
Funky Cold

There is a time in every man's
life when he must take a stand
against injustice throughout the
world.
That's right, I'm talking about
the Taliban.
"The Taliban?," you may ask.
Yes, the Taliban.
You see, this extremist Islamic
group from Afghanistan has been
destroying religious statues in
their countries. Their latest victim: the largest standing Buddha
statue in the world, created in the
3rd century A.D.
TWs is outrageous!
Not only am I mad because I'm
Buddhist, but come on, do we
really need to be destroying
things because you don't like
them?
I mean, if I hated radios and I
lived in an apartment with a radio
in it. would I shoot anti-tank missiles and rocket launcher's at it?
NO! I would probably give it to

my neighbor, or my girlfriend.
Better yet, 1 would sell it at a
garage sale.
But did the Taliban have a
garage sale?
No, they didn't. I'm sure there
would have been plenty of countries that would have taken the
statue under their wings.
All they had to do was carve the
mountain out and transfer it to
mount Rushmore or something.
We
could've
had
four
Presidents and a Buddha.
Hell, I would've taken it for
them and put it in my dorm
room.
But no, they just wanted to
destroy it. They rouldntjeven get
rid of it with anti-tank missiles.
Listen, when you are shooting at a
statue with anti-tank missiles and
rocket launcher's, and the thing is
staying put; maybe you shouldn't
destroy ii. Maybe u\ trying to tell
you something like *dont destroy

don't export afghan," but hey,
why is it called afghan if it doesn't
come from Afghanistan?
Case closed.
I know there are bunches of old
ladies that go to Mary Jo Fabrics,
get thread, then sit around for
hours imitating the Afghanistan
women, crocheting all day long.
I'm here to put a stop to it.
Come on BGSU, let's tell the
Taliban that religious persecution
just won't do. They should leam
from our great country which,
besides a few exceptions
(Judaism, Native Americans,
Buddhism, Hinduism, or anything besides the Protestant religion), has been great at religious
tolerance.
And if any of you readers out
there, this includes the Taliban,
ever want to get rid of a huge
Buddha statue, you know where
to find me.

The question is now, whit am I
going to do about W Thifs easy
I'm going to lead & hem against
their number one export Afghan.
My girlfriend has told me time
and time again, "E.Sean, they

Editor's Note: E.Sean Medina is
seriously mad about the loss of a
peat historical artifact. You may
console him at
smedina@bgnet.bsu.edu
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Survives

"My dear boy, if God
had intended for us to
walk, he wouldn't have
intvented roller skates".
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PROBLEMS
About to trade in
your Oompah Loompa for
the answer to 12 down?
Fear not, faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them. All
you need to do is check the answer
key, still located on this very page
We think.
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Sweet, sweet origami Sadly, as E.Sean
reports, a Buddha statue
was blown to pieces. That's
okay, the art of origami will
save the day! All you need
is a little paper, folding
skills and you can have as
many little Buddha's as you
want! The Taliban can't
take those away from you ...
or can they?

SAY WHAT?!?
"Idon't want to sell
anything, buy anything,
or process anything as a
career. I don't want to
sell anything bought or
processed, or buy anything sold or processed,
or p.-ocess anything
sold, bought, or
processed, or repair
anything sold, bought,
or processed.
You know, as a career, I
don't want to do that."

THREE-DAY FORECAST
Thursday
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Partly
Cloudy
High: 50"
Low: 32*

Friday

Saturday
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©

High:52"
Low: 32"

High:41'
Low:28-

Mostly
Cloudy

Mostly
Cloudy

"Sabotage"
(Beastie Boys)
I Can't Stand It I Know You
Planned It
But I'm Gonna Set It Straight,
This Watergate
1 Can't Stand Rocking When
I'm In Here
Because Your Crystal Ball
Ain't So Crystal Clear
So While You Sit Back and
Wonder Why 1 Got This Facing
Thorn
In My Side
Oh My, Its A Mirage
I'm Tellin' rail It's a Sabotage
•Ad Rockof the Beasties likes
Buddha too!
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LLOYD DOBIER
SAY ANYTHING (1989)
A FANTASTIC MOVIE!
Karl the Kangaroo calls himself a "playa" Mr Kangaroo claims that he is extraordinary talented at gettin' the ladies. He stated "don't hate the playa baby, hate the game". Mr. Kangaroo is also the
owner and operator of Karl's Pouches A' Go-Go.

LOCATION, PRICE AND SELECTION
You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
S17 E. REED - At I hurstin One Bedroom, 1 Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year TVMI Person Rate - $495.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate - $425.00
451 THURST1N . Across from Offcnhauer
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year • One Person Rate • $370.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00
505 CLOL'CH - Campus Manor.
IVo Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - TWo Person Rate ■ $550.00

it

You can choose from two
positions: Uve-in or Liveoff. If you choose to live-in
you will receive free housing
and meals
(Monday through
Thursday). Applications
are due April 6th! Pick one
up in the Office of Student
Life, 405 Saddlemire
Student Services Building.

Questions?
Call the
Office of Student Life
419-372-2843

WE CARE!
DO Y00?

ft

If you care about new
students and their
families, then you need
a job with Orientation
& Registration 2001!

fifth
An information Session will be held
March 22nd at noon in
the Residence Life Conference Room
Room 440
Saddlemire Student Services Building

449-455 S. ENTERPRISE - One Bedroom Fum. or Unfurn.|
School Year - One Person Rate - $410.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
605 SECOND - One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year ■ One Person Rate • $385.00

One Year - One Person Rate ■ $340.00

720 SKCOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
707. 711.715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year • Furnished - One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished • One Person - $345.00
402 HIGH TWo Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Fum. or Unfurn.
School Year ■ Furnished - Two Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person $480.00
825 THIRD One Bedroom Furnished, 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rate - $450.00

One Year - One Person Rate - $400.00
701 FOURTH - Two Bedroom Furnished.
I Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate • $505.00
649 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, I Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $460.00
707 SIXTH ■ Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath. Vanity in Hall.
Furnished • School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450 00
802 SIXTH Two Bedroom. Dishwasher. 1 Bath Plus Vanity.
Furnished - School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths. Dishwashers
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished One Year Two Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH ■ Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished • One Year • Two Person Rate - $450.00
841 EIGHTH Two Bedroom Furnished/Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
One Year ■ Two Person Rate - $450.00
724 S. COLLEGE - Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished. 1.5 Baths, Dishwashers.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year • Two Person Rate - $520.00
854 EIGHTH ST. - One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year ■ One Person Rate $445.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $380.00

Call JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE. INC.
Rental Office 354-2260
For Viiur Convenience We Are Located
At 319 K. Wmisler Street, acros
from Tain hell

i

I ILlI—- II
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NEW OLD SKULL SHEDS LIGHT ON "LUCY"
Scientists have discovered a 3.5 million-year-old skull
in Kenya that may force them to rethink the central
place of the fossil nicknamed "Lucy" in the human
evolutionary tree.
The skull was identified by Louis Leakey, who said it is
about the same age as Lucy but appears to be a completely different and previously unknown species.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

Saturday Night Live could be dead
Well, we're getting close to the
end of yet another semester here
atBG.
Since people are always quick
to label BG as boring, we'd like to
recap the performance of the
largest programming board on
campus, the University Activities
Organization.
Two years ago, UAO booked
the college favorites. They Might
Be Giants, which fell on Sibs and
Kids weekend. A large turnout
was expected.
Things didn't turn out that way.
Poor ticket sales freaked out
University administration, and

the concert was cancelled to
avoid a potentially lethal $40,000
loss.
UAO settled the subsequent
lawsuit this year for close to
513,000.
After this debacle, UAO advisers and staff, went out on a limb
to bring in Moby, Bush and the
MTV Campus Invasion Tour. This
was a huge leap of faith since this
show's pricetag was more than
5100,000 which was more than
double the TMBG disaster.
Things turned out much better
though, with a sell-out crowd listening to two of the biggest

More Amish,
less waste
'.AT ISSUE Making Amish a national religion could
•help solve major problems in America right now.
George W. Bush, three
months into your presidency and we are facing a
.recession and an energy crises.
•All that is left to go wrong is a
Iwar.
! Despite my personal feelings
Howards your election, I do feel
sony for you. It is my duty as a
human to aid others in need. So
to you W, 1 have a solution to the
rtightmare you now face.
I To better help you Bush, I had
to work within your framework
lo solve the problems of the
power shortages and the free
railing economy. It is not easy for
me to force my brain to work in a
Way resembling yours, but I will
! After some consideration I
have found, in your own programs, how to save our nation.
While I thought that your faithbased programs were going to be
one of the greatest mistakes in
history, I see now the wisdom in
your ways. The energy crisis and
the economy could be eliminated in one easy step, a simple
adoption of a national religion.
Before you break out the
emergency baptism kit, let me
specify what religion would save
our nation. It is time for our
nation to give a long hard look at
being Amish.
I do not suggest this for religious reasons, but for practical
ones. As you may or may not
know the Amish religion is a separatist religion which emphasizes
the value of simple living. As part
of their religion, they basically
abstain from the use of electricity.
Even you Mr. President, must
see the advantage of making this
our national religion. With this
one small discretion against our
national ideals you could leave
an indelible mark on our history.
Not only would this leave you
with a very clear legacy but it
would solve the inconveniences
we now face.
Because the Amish do not use
electricity and instead rely upon
humans and animals for power,
the energy crises would be over.
The rolling blackouts in
California would be gone.
Instead we would all switch over
to candles and firewood. Horses
would end our need for oil also.
Just imagine the money that
could be cut from education
with this one bill. The Amish culture holds that education beyond
the eighth grade is best done in
apprentice situations. Yes Bush,

YOU DECIDE
What do you think about the
role UAO plays on-campus?
Let us know at
bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu.

names in music, right next door
in Anderson Arena.
So what is UAO doing now?
Well, OAR. tickets go on sale
tonight. Another large event has
been rumored for later this year,
and former and current Saturday
Night live cast members Tracy

ON THE STREET
Should USG require
all students to have
health insurance?

Opinion Columnist

JESSICA CANTER
FRESHMAN
COMPUTER ART
"There should be a
choice for those who
really can't afford it."

of BG who didn't buy tickets.
If nobody cares, then why does
UAO do programming at all? One
year they sell out Anderson, the
next they barely sell 1,000 tickets
BG students arc fickle. We want
events in our own backyard but
don't bother to pick the tickets.
So just stop complaining and
go to Toledo every time you want
some entertainment. Forget
about BG ever having anything
cool. We obviously don't really
want it that bad.
Other that, or just go to the
Olscamp Info desk and pick up
some tickets. Time's running out.

Governor Taft
should reform
schools
For the past five years, the leadership in the Senate and
House and Governor Taft (and
his predecessor) have held the
citizens of the state hostage by
failing to enact meaningful K-12
school funding reform.
Each year they fail to resolve
this problem is another year that
other serious issues in this state
remain on the backbumer.
Meanwhile, mental health services are being cut and the state's
universities have had to consider
raising already high tuitions to
cope with imminent state fund-

ing freezes.
Governor Fan's initial solution
lo the K-12 problem was to
defeat lustice Alice RobicResnick and, hence, have a new
conservative majority overturn
the original 1997 court ruling.
Thankfully, the awful attack
ads from the Citizens for a Strong
Ohio (a special interest group he
helped raise funds for) and the
Chamber of Commerce failed. To
show real leadership on education, Governor Taft should end
the bickering and fighting in
Columbus and pass meaningful
school funding reform.
Each year Columbus does
nothing is another year that all of
Ohio falls behind.

SUBMISSION POLICY
The BG News gladly prints Letters
to the Editor and Guest Columns.
Letters should be less than 300
words and Guest Columns can be
500 to 700 words. Name, phone
number and address should be
included for verification. All submissions may be edited for
length and clarity. Personal
attacks and anonymous submissions will not be printed. Send
submissions to the Opinion mailbox at 210 West Hall or
bgnews@llstproc.bgsu.edu, with
the subject line "letter to the editor" or "guest column."

MIKE ZICKAR
mzickar@bgnet bgsu.edu

U-WIRE COLUMN

Bye Chad, we won't miss you
JAMIE BOROWSKI
FRESHMAN
EDUCATION/THEATRE
"Students who can't
afford insurance
through their job or
parents can't afford it
through the U."

RHYS RICHARDS
FRESHMAN
ENGLISH/HISTORY
"No, it would end up
paying for the stupid
stuff drunks do."

AMANDA BRADFORD
FRESHMAN
UNDECIDED
"No. It should be
between you and your
parents."

|~M^V §\ www.bgnews.com

210WestHali
Bowling Green
State University
Bowling Green,
Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-6966
Fax:(419)372-6967
E-mail:
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Money could be another reason. It is right after Spring Break
and people are poor right now,
but these tickets are Bursarable,
and cheap. Try getting tix under
$20 for a show of this calibur.
So why haven't students sold
out this night of comedy yet?
Who can really say for sure?
What we do know is that unless
these tickets sell soon, the event
might not survive. If the event is
cancelled, students will complain. It happened before and it
could happen again.
But if it happens again, who
cares? Obviously not the students

PEOPLE ILTIERS TO THE EDITOR

DAVID
STORIE

you heard right, you could cut all
funding to the last four years of
school and to state colleges.
The simple lifestyle of the
Amish religion with few worldly
possessions, would make the
plummeting stock market a
thing of the past. There would be
no stock market. While many
people would need to make significant sacrifices to take up this
religion, it would reduce the dramatic income gap in this nation.
As for this being too extreme a
solution, it is far less frightening
to your platforms than other
ideas I had. It would be ridiculous to think that looking for
alternative fuels would be in anyone's best interest. I would dread
suggesting that you use grain
alcohol in our cars. It is such a
poor fuel that it is currenUy only
in wide spread use for open
wheel car racing That is how little power it can provide.
Even more ridiculous would
be trying to curb the amount of
driving that Americans do. We
would need to go to such radical
ideas as public transportation or
gas rationing. Rationing is so
inconvenient and public transportation sounds so, European.
Imagine the dangers of a
nation where every child had a
guarantee of a quality education
in a safe school and a job after
graduation. Suggesting such a
thing could have had me black
listed not so many years ago.
It is early in your term, and
already you are faced with some
bad luck, which I am certain has
nothing to do with your abilities
as a leader. It is my hope you will
take these suggestions to heart
before this entire nation is one
big Texas.
Please do not take this as an
insult to the Amish religion. I
respect your beliefs and have no
malice towards the people who
hold this faith. In honesty, I just
saw some wisdom in their life
style as a solution to the problems we now face. There is only
one person I intend to offend
with this writing and he knows
who he is.
To barter David for your horse
and buggy, contact him at:
child_de_noir@hotmail.com

Morgan and lim Brewer will be
performing in Anderson Arena.
The problem is that ticket sales
for the SNL show are moderate at
best
This means that if sales don't
pick up soon, UAO might have to
decide between taking an asskicking at the box office, or cancelling another anticipated event.
Why does this happen? Well,
there's a number of reasons.
People procrastinate here at BG.
What people don't realize though
is that by waiting, students put
the event in danger of cancellation.

\A AMYJO L BROWN, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

AT ISSUE The state of Florida is contemplating a state of the art voting system, in
the wake of their recent vote counting debacle. Can they pay for it though?
(U-WIRE) GAINESVILLE. Fla Maybe (Catherine Harris is not as
clueless as we thought.
Florida's secretary of state has
proposed a plan that will bring
an end to the use of punch card
ballots in the state. Her plan calls
for the state to lease precinctbased optical scanners for the
2002 election, thus eliminating
the problem of different districts
having different ways of counting ballots.
For even farther down the
road, Harris has also proposed to
develop what she calls a "voterfreedom" system for 2004 that
would let people cast ballots
from anywhere in the state using
a high-tech, direct-recording system. The system has not been
developed yet.
Further, Harris has said she
hopes for a centralized voter
database that would eliminate
those pesky dead voters showing
up to the polls, as well as automatically update registration
information and identify duplicates.
Plainly stated, the plan is a
very sound one that would bring
Florida out of the dark ages of
voting and could mean the end
to problems such as the ones
experienced in the last presidential election/debacle. But as is
the case for good plans, there is a
problem - a big one. As big as
the $200 million price tag
attached to Harris's three-year

plan.

Many lawmakers are turned
off by the plan because of its
high price. The plan calls for lawmakers to spend $49 million this
year, including an estimated $20
million to lease optical scanner
systems for each precinct in the
41 counties not already using the
technology.
In addition to that, the plan
also asks for $3 million for the
aforementioned voter database
and $25.5 million to develop voting technology to be used in
every Florida precinct in 2004.
For Senate President lohn
McKay, that price is way too
high.
McKay has voiced his opposition to the state having to pay to
put scanners in each precinct in
the first place. Considering the
fact the Senate has only allocated
$20 million for election reform
and the House budget is only
$23 million, we can understand
the apprehension.
Still, this is a reform that is
necessary if Florida legislators
are interested in creating a uniform system of voting that will all
but eliminate the possibility of
the controversies and difficulties
that happened in the past presidential election.
Yes, this is a lot of money to
spend for voting reform. It is a lot
of money to spend on anything,
really. But it will be money well
spent if it can fix the obviously

Staff Editorial
Independent Florida Alligator

U. Florida
broken voting system in our
state.
As much as the U.S. Supreme
Court can be partially blamed for
the way the last election ended,
it does make a good point. The
court ruled having different voting standards in different counties creates an unequal and
unfair voting system.
raking that into account, it is
obvious Florida needs a new
uniform voting system that will
work in the public's best interests.
Luckily for the people, Gov. Jeb
Bush also is on board with the
ideas Harris has proposed. He,
too, is in favor of precinct-based
scan technology, establishing
statewide recount standards and
creating a centralized voter database.
Bush hasn't lost too many batties so far. Hopefully this trend
will continue in the case of the
election reforms.
Florida cannot afford another
disaster like last year's elections
Stupid "chad" jokes aside, the
people of Florida need to feel
confident their votes will be
counted and counted correctly
when they go to the polls.
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Human mascots
become
misrepresented
MASXOT. FROM PAGE 1

cots is) done with respect
"For us to state a view that all
human things are wrong is something a deductive economist
would do -- jumps to conclusions
that it cannot be done," he added.
However, senators debated
over how that representation
would be monitored and the
entire resolution was never
passed.
Some senators were supportive
of Phillips' effort. Senator Samuel
Cdelman said even though campus rights may be in question,
universities should still stay away
from naming mascots after
humans.
"We need to stop doing symbolic behavior and we need to
take a stand to stop it now - we
have a moral responsibility to do
so," he said.
The CSUAS makes recommendations to campuses and the
board of trustees on systemwide
issues such as merit pay, enrollment and degree programs. It
cannot initiate systemwide
policies

FERPA rules discussed, argued over
PRIVACY, FROM PAGE 1

crimes.
Under the student code, the
University may discipline students for crimes committed on
or off-campus, but the policy
does not require the University
to take action in every criminal
case involving students.
Likewise, state open-records
laws grant University administrators a varying amount of discretion regarding the disclosure
of student information.
"The release of public information by public bodies
depends more on the attitude
of the holder of the record than
anything else," said attorney
Don Craven, general counsel to
the Illinois Press Association.
"There are some public bodies

that are very willing to make
available public records, and
then again there are some public bodies that prefer root
canals to releasing public
records."
"Excluded things are technically optional, but they may not
really be," Murphy said, "for
instance, if there's a right-toprivacy issue with a third party
and we choose to give it over
anyway, the third party may say
that his or her privacy rights
were violated and sue the
University."
From the University's perspective, the right to privacy
extends beyond the people
who are directly involved. A
third party is someone close to
the perpetrator of a crime, such
as a friend or family member,
who may be indirectly affected

by the disclosure of information regarding violent crime.
Even when students are disciplined and sanctioned, the
University never discloses its
actions.
Helle said there are incentives for administrators not to
disclose records If administrators wonder whether something violates right to privacy,
they arc not required to disclose the information even
though the fundamental philosophy behind FOIA is that
there should be complete disclosure. Murphy said non-disclosure is a matter of University
policy.
"Now, you can say that's our
choice as an institution, and it
is in a way, but once you've
made the policy, you've got to

apply it consistently," he said.
"You can't say, 'Well, gee, it
would
really
suit
the
University's interest to release it
in this case, but in this (other)
case, we'll hold it back.' There
are good reasons for having the
privacy policy."
Murphy stressed the need for
employees and students to
have confidence in the
University's respect for their
privacy.
"That's where the tension
almost always comes," he said.
"And the irony is that people
will make public charges that
the University's covering something up, they don't want the
information to come out, but as
a public relations person,
you're dying.

Military assault not immediately acted on
By Brian Murphy
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS

SHIPKOVICA. Macedonia Macedonia's
president
declared Wednesday that his
government would "neutralize
and eliminate" ethnic Albanian
rebels, spuming the insurgents'
offer of a cease-fire as an army
deadline for their surrender

jDid you know...
y
There are 1 million
ants for every person"
'
in the world.
?!

expired.
The midnight deadline
passed with no immediate sign
that the military had begun its
threatened all-out assault. But
moments earlier, after meeting
with his top officials, President
Boris Trajkovski issued a brief
statement saying "It is necessary to neutralize and eliminate

the extremists."
"It is necessary that the
Macedonian army take control
of the Macedonian side of the
border," he said. Negotiations
for a peaceful settlement were
still possible, he said, but only
through parliament and other
established institutions, and
not directly with the rebels.

"After the end of the operations to neutralize the armed
groups of extremists, a political
dialogue should begin among
all legitimate political parties to
open up questions regarding
ethnic relations and finding
solutions within the existing
legal framework." he said.
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Columbia Court Apartments
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin)

ONLY 5
UNITS LEFT! ^

AT FOUNDERS KEEPERS FOOD COURT
Starts 3/19/2001
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Ends 3/22/2001
Drawing 3/23/2001
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MSA leaders are requesting a
carpeted West Campus room
available for daily prayer from
noon until 8 p.m. It would also
need to be near a restroom,
because Muslims must perform a
ritual cleansing with water before
praying. Unlike other religious
groups, Muslims cannot use the
Chapel or its basement for prayer
because the Chapel houses
tombs.
MSA also would like this space
or another room for a congregational service, called jummah
prayer, performed Friday at midday. Currently, about 40 students
meet at Duke Hospital's chapel
for jummah prayer, though many
are unable to attend because of
the distance from campus and the
limited space.
But the search for dedicated
space is not unique to Muslim
students.
"There are minority groups,
graduate groups, all sorts of social
groups searching for social
space," said Interim Vice
President for Student Affairs )im
Clack "But the facilities may not
be available."
Even when space is available,
though, people often find it difficult to determine who it belongs
to and how to reserve it.

Time Is Running Out For Fall 2001
224 E.WOOSTER
352-0717

353-0988

Check us out at: www.easystreetcafe.net

PRAYER, FROM PAGE 1

GREENBRIAR, INC.

COMING SOON

TRIVIA
104 S. Main

facilities needed for muslim
prayers
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3 bedroom/2 baths
Furnished
Close to campus
Units #48-72 with AC and Fireplace

...Get Them While They Last!

Checkout our Website for a complete
listing of all our properties.
www.wcnet.org/~gbrental

MB«G»
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jA22v FUNKV SOUL FROM BOSTON

Join the Newlove Family
114 S. MAIN ST: #1,5,6,7:1 bdrm unfurnished, above Wizard Graphics. Extra individual storage Free Water and Sewer.
Resident pays electric/heat only!! Air Conditioned Each apartment is unique. $355-$380/month for 12 month lease, $455$480/month for 9 month lease.
114 S. MAIN ST #12:1 bdrm unfurnished, above Wizard Graphics,. Resident pays utilities. Air Conditioned. #12 5330/month

%
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3381/2 H. Church St Spacious efficiency
apartment with ALL FREE UTILITIES"
Unfurnished Great location, close to every' thing $300.00/month lor 12 month lease

for 12 month lease, $430/month for 9 month lease. Cat permitted.
117 N.MAIN ST: #3,4,5,6,8 1 bdrm unfurnished, located downtown. Resident pays all utilites. Dishwashers. $280$370/month for 12 month lease. $380-$475/month for 9 month lease.
311 S. MAIN ST #A&B: 2 bdrm unfurnished, located downtown. Spacious rooms and lots of storage. Gas Heat. Resident pays

01/2N. Church SI 1 Bedroom unfurnished upper duplex Living room has built in
bookshelves Gas heat, resident pays all utilities $350 00/month lor a 12 month lease
125 Clav St. IBAD: i Bedroom unturnished
upper apartments Close to everything Natural
woodwork. FREE GAS HEAT. WATER &
SEWER" #B $425.00/month. #D
$350 00/month lor a 12 month lease.
131 Clav St. »A1C; 1 Bedroom upper and
i lower apartments FREE GAS HEAT, WATER &
SEWER!! Close to everything #A
WOO 00/month, #C $370 00/month lor a 12
month lease

utilities. $510/month for 12 month lease.
315 1/2 S. MAIN ST: 2 bdrm unfurnished upper residence. Wood deck. Gas Heat, Eat in Kitchen. Pet permitted with references.
Resident pays all utilities. $465/month for 12 month lease.
319 S. MAIN ST: 2 bdrm. two story unfurnished part of a house. Huge bedroom upstairs. Gas heat, resident pays utilities. Front
porch and storage area. Pet permitted with references. $395/month for 12 month lease.
3361/2 S. MAIN ST: 2 bdrm unfurnished apartment located above a business. Huge master bedroom. Front enclosed porch.
Rooms are very large. Resident pays utilities. Okay for group of four. $485 per month for a 12 month lease.
134 E. WOOSTER ST. #A: 3 bdrm unfurnished apartment located downtown. Large Rooms. Okay for group of four. Gas heat.
Resident pays utilities. $580 per month for a 12 month lease.
128 E. WOOSTER ST. #A&B: Two efficiency apartments located downtown above a business. All completely different. FREE
WATER & SEWER!! Resident pays electric /heat. M $265 per month. KB $260 per month for a 12 month leas*. IA $365 per month,
KB $360 per month for a 9 month lease. Cat permitted!!
134 E WOOSTER ST. #B: One bedroom unfurnished apartment. Located downtown. Large rooms. Resident pays utilities.

318 ConneautIA; 1 Bedroom unfurnished
apartment in a house. FREE GAS HEAT, WATER
& SEWERM Located down the street from the
City Park #A $450 00/month for a 12 month
lease
331 N. Main SI; 1 Bedroom unfurnished lower
apartment. ALL FREE UTILITIES!!

$360 per month for a 12 month lease.

332 S. Main St.
(our only office)

352-5620
www. newloverealty.com

$650 00/month lor a 12 month lease

NEWI9VE
Rentals

NEWI9VE
332 S. Main
(our only otlico)

Rentals

www. newloverealty.com
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HOMEWORK GOT YOU STDMPEK
STUDENTS FIND RELIEF IN EASY AND QUICK ONLINE RESOURCES

By Laura Kelly
U-WIBE

SOUTH BEND, Ind. - The
Internet is a beautiful thing. Not
only has it provided a generation
of procrastinating college students with e-mail, Instant
Messenger and MP3s, but students rarely have to exert more
energy than moving a mouse to
do research or find the answer to
any question.
Our parents sang the virtues of
a good dictionary and thesaurus,
our older brothers and sisters
revealed the secret of "Cliffs
Notes." But today it may actually
be possible to graduate from the
University of Notre Dame without opening up a reference book
or setting foot in the library. Why
bother walking across campus
when everything you need can be
found online?
The only catch (despite what
your professors might tell you) is
that you simply need to know
where to look. For the wealth of
information that the Internet
provides, there is an equal
amount of useless junk or pure
trash to be found on many dotcoms.
Thus the smart student has to
know where to go to find answers
to life's big questions. Among the
many Internet sites that claim to
have the answers to all your classrelated questions, a few stand out
in terms of quality, ease of use
and completeness.

SPARKN0TES.COM
For students desperately seeking easy answers to the most
pressing academic problems,
SparkNotes.com is the bestknown and most complete Web
site. With an easy-to-navigate format, SparkNotes operates much
like Yahoo! and other search
engines.
Categories range from physics

and philosophy to biology and
literature. Or if you're not even
sure which subject your question
falls under, you can use the
generic search option to find
what you're looking for.
Founded in 1999 by young
Harvard graduates Maxwell
Krohn and
Sam Yagan,
SparkNotes.com is best known
for its study guides on great works
of literature. These SparkNotes
are much like their older siblings,
the similarly named "Cliffs
Notes." For more than 200 books,
a study guide provides information on the work's historical context, a description of each character, chapter summaries and a section of study questions.
Lest you confuse them with
"Cliffs
Notes,"
however,
SparkNotes boasts that their
study guides are written not by
ancient professors or academics,
but by Harvard student and graduates who all specialize in the
subjects they cover.
The site also markets itself to
confused chemistry and biology
majors, offering simple explanations for topics like stoichiometry
and cell respiration. For those
baffled by calculus or economics,
Spark-Notes.com puts important
equations and formulas at your
fingertips.
Some of Spark-Notes.com's
quirky
sections
include
"Biography," where you can learn
the details of JFK's childhood and
Stalin's rise to power. The category on Kaplan test preparation
provides information on every
test that could possibly decide
your future: the LSAT, the MCAT
and the ORE
For those who need a quicker
answer to their academic woes,
SparkNotes.com offers a helpful
side bar with reference materials,
including a dictionary, a thesaurus, a calculator, maps and a

periodic table. Students of foreign
languages can use the translator
to write back and forth between
Spanish, French, German, Italian,
Portuguese and English.

grammar, usage and style guides,
Dictionary.com is a site to bookmark for composing those brilliant, late-night papers.

DICTI0NARY.COM

While not as well known as
other Web research sites,
iTools.com is a surprisingly complete resource for students. The
site contains many different
kinds of information, but a wellstructured format makes it easy
to navigate.
From
its
homepage,
iTools.com offers three basic services: Language Tools, ResearchIt! and Find-It!. Find-It! is a standard search engine, but the other
two sites boast a variety of academic resources.
Language Tools is similar to
Dictionary.com, offering English
and foreign language dictionaries
and thesauruses, language translators and rhyming dictionaries.
An unusual feature is a link to
AUV\tords.com which allows vou
to listen to a pronunciation of the
word you look up.
Research-It! is iTools' largest
collection of Web resources.
Under "Library Tools" you can
hunt for inspiring quotations to
begin a paper or look up the lives
of die rich and famous by searching through a biographical dictionary. The section on geography
links you to maps of American
streets and countries all over the
world.
Two other unusual sections
include "Financial Tools" and
"Shipping and Mailing Tools."
Here iTools can convert
American dollars to any foreign
currency and look up stock market symbols and prices. If you
know the tracking number to a
very important package, you can
use Research-It! to chart its
progress by typing in the tracking
number.

iT00LS.COM

This Web site is the delight of
every arts and letters professor.
And it's not so bad for students
who don't want to shell out $40
for Mr. Webster's book, either.
Dictionary.com's main purpose
is clear at the top of the page you
can type in any word and instantly find its meaning, pronunciation and origin. While this is a
helpful tool for anyone writing a
paper, the Web site offers much
more than a simple dictionary
search.
Dictionary.com is (surprisingly!) linked ciosely to its counterpart, Tliesaurus.com, and users
can easily switch back and forth
between the two. If you've ever
found yourself banging your
head on your keyboard Irving to
come up with just the right word,
the thesaurus option is for you.
And it prevents any nasty paper
cuts that might arise from flipping through an actual book to
find synonyms and antonyms.
The site offers dictionaries of
all lands: medical, scientific, geographical and foreign languages.
Dictionary.com also offers a
translator tool, with the added
feature of translating entire Web
pages simply by typing in the
site's address. As with all foreign
language translation programs,
however, it is always best to check
closely what the computer gives
you, as the translation is by no
means guaranteed.
Dictionary.com provides its
own diversions, with daily crosswords, word search puzzles and a
Word of the Day which can even
be subscribed to by e-mail. With
resources like writing tips and

FREEBOOKN0TES.COM
FreeBookNotes.com
has earmarked all the
(supposedly)
reputable book summary
sites and built up a listing of all the available
titles. The site lists over
200 books, from "Invisible
Man" to "Native Son." Once you
choose a title from the alphabetical listing, FreeBookNotes.com
provides links to every site that
offers literature, notes or chapter
summaries on the work. Some
sites like PinkMonkey.com
require registration before you
can access their study guides.
Others like Bookrags.com and
CampusNut.com offer complete,
well-written guides that rival
SparkNotes.com and "Cliffs
Notes."

ENCARTA.COM AND
BRITANNICA.COM
Of the many encyclopedias
available online, Encarta and
Britannica are two of the most
complete. The well-known
Encyclopedia Britannica offers a
thorough search option, providing full-length articles on any
topic, as well as pictures, movie
clips and sound bytes. The
Internet site has an easy-to-use
format, with categories on Art
and Entertainment, Science and
Technology, and History and
Humanities. These sections offer
in-depth articles on current and
controversial issues—an excellent resource for papers on history or ethics.
On Encarta's Internet site, the
search begins by typing in either a
keyword or a question you want
answered. This option, much like
the AskJeeves.com gimmick, can
provide more specific answers to

general
inquiries.
Be warned though: many
searches will return links marked
by astericks. These
entries require
registration to
Encarta
Online
Deluxe,
only
available if
you have the
Encarta Reference Suite on CDROM or DVD. While the deluxe
version offers 25,000 more articles than the free version, it is still
bothersome for those looking for
a quick, free search.
Encarta.msn.com includes
additional reference tools—dictionaries and atlases—while
offering the same special-interest
articles that Britannica.com
offers for indepth research or
browsing. Both Internet sites
return similar entries for general
searches and the multi-media
features that accompany many
articles set these Internet encyclopedias apart from their ink
and paper counterparts.

While librarians may bemoan
the dwindling numbers of students that walk lliourgh their
doors, the resources available
online for college students makes
it all too tempting to work from
the comfort and ease of a dorm
room.
So if your eyes are bleary from
an all-nighter and you start to
panic because you know you'll
never finish that seven page
paper in two hours, fire up the
Internet and start searching. Fast.
But you can't always rely on
those supposedly brilliant
Harvard writers to do your work
for you.

Student Ticket Sales

Begins TODAY! @ 10PM BGSU Student sales ONLY!
Saddlemire Student Services Forum
Only $10 with valid BGSU Student ID
Limit 4 Tickets Per BGSU Student (bursar or cash)
Student Ticket sales will continue
through Friday (if necessary)
Sorry, but during ticket sales please:
• No Alcohol
• No Drugs
•No Grills

• No Boomboxes
• No Weapons

Don't forget to buy tickets for Sibs weekend!
Questions call UAO at 372-2486

at BGSU 4 • 21 • 01
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Scientists tune into alien life
By Joline Heo
U-WUtE

BERKELEY, Calif. - The search
for extraterrestrial life has been
an on-going endeavor for people
ranging from alien-enthusiasts to
the scientific community at the
University of California at
Berkeley.
The age-long question of
extraterrestrial life and their contact with Earth has long been
brewing. The latest efforts to
search for intelligent life can be
found in a joint project between
the
UC
Berkeley
Radio
Astronomy laboratory and the
Search
for
Extraterrestrial
Intelligence.
Research on campus has given
rise to development of the One
Hectare Telescope, more recently
renamed the Allen Telescope
Array.
\ed by UC Berkeley professors
Leo Blitz and William Welch, construction of the seven-dish prototype has already been completed,
with hopes for the final array's
completion by 2005.
What makes the telescope
unique in comparison to various
projects in the past is the duality

of the telescope, scientists say.
Unlike one of its predecessors
and the Arecibo telescope - the
largest telescopes ever made so
far - the ATA will ultimately have
a duality of functions, developers
said.
Among these functions is its
ability to scan at least tenfold
beyond the few hundred star systems of Arecibo. The second
function is the ability to use the
telescope for cutting-edge radio
astronomy observations.
The new telescope also
promises to allow professors to
explore uncharted areas in
astronomy.
"(The new telescope) will be an
outstanding instrument to do the
kind of science that cannot be
done anywhere else," Blitz says.
"It will be a particularly good
instrument as well to study cosmology to study how the universe
and galaxies evolved. The radio
lab also has some ideas of being
able to use the telescope to monitor pulsars to detect gravity
waves which have never been
detected before."
In the search for extraterrestrial
life, scientists have continued to

' A.
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waves.
Radio waves are typically the
longest wavelengths in the electromagnetic spectrum and there
already exist various telescopes
that are monitoring the higher
parts of that range.
However, along with radio
waves comes another set of problems, namely the pervasiveness
of the signals throughout the
solar system.
"The radio waves that are naturally produced and normally
observed come from everywhere," Blitz says. "Sometimes it
is not so much where they come
from, but where they are blocked.
The sun gives off radio waves and
Jupiter is a very strong emitter of
radio waves, as are individual
stars. There are an enormous host
of radio waves."
Thus, as radio waves may be
blocked, there is also the issue of
terrestrial radio waves that will
interfere with radio wave reception.
Both of these will have to be
taken into account in the final
array, scientists say.
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scan radio waves and possible
laser communication from
space.
"Radio frequencies are most
interesting, as it is thought of in
terms of looking for intelligent life
or technological civilizations,"
Blitz says. "It is a relatively cheap
way, cheap energetically, for civilization to broadcast, even if it
wasn't broadcasting intentionally. To do it by light waves would
require much more energy. In
addition, light waves get
absorbed by objects so it is not a
very good way if you want to
make sure you're communicating in all directions."
Radio waves are thought to be
the more logical first progression
in any civilization's ability to
communicate.
"We are searching for something that would send artificial
signals," Blitz says. "That would
presumably require some sort of
intelligence and probably require
some sort of civilization."
In response to this observation,
the ATA has been designed to
observe radio waves.
In particular, the array will
focus on intermediate radio
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'Queer* cast speaks
By Stephen Swartz
Swart?
UWIBE

BOSTON - While cast members of Showtime's Queer as Folk
discussed the effects of television
homosexuality on America
Tuesday night. Spectrum sought
to gain more support in its fight
to add sexual orientation to
Boston University's nondiscrimination policy.
Spectrum President Emily
Lyman and Vice President
lasmine Gillen-Smith asked cast
members to sign their petition.
HI) alumnus Peter Paige, who
plays Emmet on the show,
Michelle Clunie (Melanie), Thea
Gill (Lindsey) and Scott Lowel
(Ted) signed the petition.
"Of course it's gonna take a
fight, I think," Paige said after the
event. "It seems to me that it'san
obvious, human right. If BU
would like to move itself into the
21st century, they need to recognize the world we live in, and
protect every student who wishes to enroll here."
Paige said the BU community
today and eight years ago has a
similarity: gay students.
"I knew a lot of gay students
when I was here, and I have no

doubt that there are any numbei
number
of gay students here now who
need to be served the way any
other member of the student
body should be served," he said.
Beside the added Spectrum
support, the cast told a packed
Morse Auditorium of the difficulty acting in a "gay" labeled
show. A Vice President of the
Alumni Board of Directors, BU
students and faculty and Boston
residents attended the event.
"The journey we have been
through with the show is a
microcosm of the journey that is
going on in the world, with prejudice, with homophobia, with
people not being comfortable
with their sexuality," said Clunie,
who is part of a lesbian couple
on the show. "I think we've all
gone through a personal journey."
Lowel said after he was cast on
the show, he was asked not to
appear in a series of commercials he was involved with before
his work on "Queer as Folk." He
said he felt the only reason he
wasn't asked to return was
because of the show.

Tomorrow

Dr. AII A. mm
Eminent Author.
Lecturer, Speaker, &
creator of groundbreaking TV series:
THEAFRICANS:
A Triple Heritage Is coming to BCSUi

f FOR 2 AND 6 fO* 'fO

#** An PROceeos eo TO
O/wcf MARATHON **

• AFRICANA STUDIES Student Research
Colloquium, Pal lister Conference Room of
Jerome Library, 9am-4pm.
- FREE LECTURE. 12:15- 1:00pm In the
8 OCIoch Room of Krelscher.

FREE PIZZA
ON THURSDAY, MARCH 22
11:30AM UNTILIPM

Units
Going
Quickly!

in MSC 304

ussc

bgsu edu/sfudentiife/organizalions/ussc

Dance Marathon
I Candle Walk

GREENBRIAR, INC.

224 E. Wooster
352-0717

TONIGHT!
7pm
Starts in Front of the
Rec Center
Candles are $1, bursarable

• Field Manor
Frazee Avenue
mes

All Units Include:
2 Bedrooms
2 Baths
1
Dishwasher
■ Garbage Disposal
$675 / mo. + electric (4 person rate)

FOR THE KIDS!
rdhgeot Mot'rr*

ONE STOP SHOPPING!
Leases available for 2001-2002

709 Fifth Si. »2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8 & ll:
Two nednxm apartment* with two full
haths ami a dishwasher. Unfurnished.
High efficiency na« '"eat "nd h<it water
Central air conditioning. Rfsnirni pays all
utililir. #1-4 $520.00 per month for a 12
moon lease. "5-12 1565*00 per month (or
a 12 month lame. #1-4 $620.00 per
month (or a 9 month lease. * "> 12 $66500
paj| month (or a 9 month lease.

c/)
i
v-r^*-L*

-s^*

Fox Run • Haven House Manor
Piedmont • Birchwood Place
Mini Mall • Small Buildings
Frontier Housing • Houses
Ml residents recelre a membership
ta Charrywood Health Spa!
Indoor hottd swimming pool,sauu,HydnSp> Whirlpool, complete
exerdje equipment, complete locker room & shower radhies.

530 Maple • 352-9378
Mon-Frl. 8-12.1-4:30
Sal. 10-2

Don't Be Left High & Dry!

B43Si.lhSl.»5.6.8.9&IO: T»o l«|.
room apartment* with two full hath* and a
dinhwasher. Unfurnished. Central air conditioning. Resident pays all utilities. #512 $5)0.00 per month for a 12 month
lease. #5-12 $610.00 per month (or a 9
month lease.

unfurnished apartment* with patios.
FREE WATER & SEWER!! Private parking lot and laundry facilities. Resident
pays electric and gas. $480.00 per month
(or a 12 month lease $580.00 per month
for a 9 month lease.

NEWIPVE
Rentals

803FilihSt.»1.3.6.7&8: T»o brdmm unfurnished apartments with Ital.onies or patios FREE WATER Si
SEWER!* Private parking lot and laundry
facilities. Resident pay* elerlrir and gas.
$480.00 per month (or a,12 month lease.
$580.00 per month for a 9 month lease.
3119 High Si. »1&7: TWO I~,1....„.
unfurnished apartments with a patio.
FREE CAS HEAT. WATER. & SEWER!!
Private parking lot and laundry facilities.
Resident pays elerlrir only. Close to campus $545.00 per month (or a 12 month
lease. $645.00 per month for a 9 month
lease.

nished apartment across from Extra storage apace. Paddle fans in dining area.
FREE WATER A SEWER!! Resident
pays electric/heal. Private parking lot and
laundry (acilities. $610.00 per month for a
12 month lejwe. $710.00 per month (or a
9 month lease.
507 E. Merry Si. #2. 4. 6. 7&8: T.o
Itedroom furnished apartments acroM from
Campus FREE WATER 4 SEWER!!

332 s Main

Resident pays electric/heal. Laundry
(acilities and private parking lot. $600.00
per month (or a 12 month lease. $700.00
per month (or a 9 month lease.
525 E. Merrv St. #8: Two l»«Jroom fur
nished apartment across from campus.
FREE WATER & SEWER!! Resident
pays electric/heat Laundry facilities ami
private parking lot. $600.00 per month for
a 12 month lease. $700.00 per month for a
9 month lease.
920 E. Womler Si. »3: Roomy two bedroom furnished apartment across from
Kohl Hall. Private and quiet. Off street
parking. FREE CAS HEAT. WATER. &
SEWER!! Laundry facilities. $735.00 per
month for a 12 month lease. $835.00 per
month for a 9 month lease.
1024 E. Wooater St. #Rec Rm: Two
hetlroom furnished apartment. Walk to
campus Private parking lot. Zoned for no
more than three (3) unrelated people.
$555.00 per month for a 12 month lease.
FREE CAS HEAT WATER. & SEWER"

(°ur on|y office
office) 352-5620 www.newlovereafty.com
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Disease spreads across Europe
By Arthur Mai
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands —
Far from being contained, the
foot-and-mouth disease that has
devastated cattle herds in Britain
gained ground on the European
continent, with the Netherlands
on V\fednesday confirming its first
cases.
The announcement by the
Dutch agriculture minister that
four contaminated cows were
detected Wednesday, and the
near certainty that hundreds of
goats had been infected, quashed
hopes that the feared livestock
disease could be bottled up in a
small comer of France, the only
other place in continental Europe
where it has been identified.
The European Union in
Brussels quickly imposed a ban
on livestock exports from the
Netherlands and on exports of
meat, dairy and animal products
from four Dutch provinces unless
they are treated to ensure they
cannot be carrying the disease.
Gunshots from the rifles of government veterinarians rang out
across snowy fields at a northeastern farm where dozens of
animals were killed after coming
into contact with infected animals. Police set up roadblocks to

livestock, including chickens, just
two days after it had been partially lifted. He banned the movement of milk or dairy products for
three days. Customs inspectors at
Schipol
airport
outside
Amsterdam were ordered to
closely inspect baggage and passengers.
"You know that I don't show my
emotions easily, but I want to say
that I sympathize with the farmers and their families who have
already suffered so much. This is
a very big blow," he said.
How the animals were infected
was a mystery. Brinkhorst said
the Olst farm had not bought or
sold any cattle for the last 12
months, which underscored the
need for harsh control measures.
"The disease probably was
transferred by human contact or
through the air," he said.
The four cows were found by a
veterinarian who was called in by
the farmer, not by government
inspectors. "The doctor didn't
even need to do a test, the animals were so sick he could diagnose it immediately," a ministry
spokesman said.
The government, which was
having problems disposing of the
mountains of carcasses, said animals that cannot be killed will be

isolate
the
farm
near
Oosterwolde and two others 12
miles east, near the villages of
Olst and Oene, where the disease
was detected.
About 17,000 animals were to
be destroyed in farms within a
1,000-yard radius of the three
farms, the Agriculture Ministry
said.
Although not dangerous to
humans, foot-and-mouth is
deadly for livestock and highly
contagious, capable of being
spread even by the wind.
The setback in the Netherlands
came after the French Agriculture
Ministry said Tuesday that 224
herds had been tested but no new
cases had been reported since
last week, when six farms were
put under quarantine.
In Britain, where the outbreak
first appeared last month. 72 new
cases were confirmed in the past
two days, bringing the total to 434
on Wednesday. The government
pledged to speed up the destruction of infected animals.
So far 223,000 animals have
been killed in the United
Kingdom, and about 125,OOOothers were marked for destruction.
Dutch Agriculture Minister
Laurens-Ian Brinkhorst reinstated a nationwide ban on moving

inoculated to prevent the disease
from spreading.
Until now, EU members had
avoided vaccination, fearing it
would strip them of their diseasefree status in world markets.
Inoculated animals bear the
same foot-and-mouth antibodies
as infected animals
Germany ordered increased
checks on its border, which passes within 25 miles of the Dutch
farms where the disease was con firmed. Deputy Agriculture
Minister Alexander Mueller said
Germany will try to trace any livestock imported from the infected
area before restrictions were
imposed on animal transports.
The
Dutch
Agriculture
Ministry said the discovery of the
infected cows at Olst persuaded
the government to reclassify from
suspected to confirmed cases
about 500 goats at the Oene farm,
three miles away, even though
their final blood test results
would not be available until
Friday. All were destroyed last
weekend.
Dutch meat wholesalers
warned that a prolonged international ban on meat and livestock
exports would be a severe blow
for the Netherlands, where dairy
and meat farming is intensive.
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SODIS makes water safe to drink in third world
By Erica Bulman
IHE "SSOCIMiD PRESS

GENEVA — A do-it-yourself
technique of disinfecting water
with sunlight and soft-drink bottles could save hundreds of thousands of lives a year, the Wforld
Health
Organization
said
Thursday.
In a campaign to reduce deaths
from unhealthy water in developing countries, the U.N. health
agency is promoting a nearly
cost-free process called Solar
Water Disinfection, or SODIS.
Requiring only sunlight, empty

plastic soft-drink bottles and a
black surface, it costs almost
nothing said Martin Wegelin, a
researcher at the Swiss Institute
for Environmental Science and
Technology.
The process is simple:
Transparent bottles are filled with
water and placed horizontally on
a flat surface for about five hours.
The heat and ultraviolet rays of
the sun kill illness-causing
microorganisms in polluted
water.
"Some 2.5 million people die
from drinking unsafe water every

year," said WHO Director of the
department of Health and
Environment Richard Helmer.
"They arc unnecessary deaths
since this method could provide
them with safe drinking water.
This is a highly reliable method
that has been proven to work."
The method is even more
effective when the bottom half of
the bottle is painted black or
placed on a black sheet of corrugated iron or plastic, which
absorbs more heat and kills more
pathogens.
The simple process kills most
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Did you know...
♦ Chickens can't swallow while they are upside-down
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Deferring taxes with
TIAA-CREF can be so f-tun 1
rewarding, you'll wonder •wtftb/V/
why you didn't do it sooner.
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Associated Press Photo

NETHERLANDS: A crane lifts slaughtered cattle into a truck at a
farm in the Dutch village of Oosterwolde, yesterday.
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microorganisms, but not all of
them, and should only be used in
very hot countries where the sunlight is intense, WHO officials
said.
More than one billion people
drink unsafe water, the agency
said in a report to mark World
Water Day. A total of 3.4 million
people, mostly children, die every
year from water-related diseases
from drinking, swimming in or
washing clothes in polluted
water. Diseases include malaria,
diarrhea and guinea worm.

£ THE AVERAGE HUAAAN PRODUCES 2.500 g
?£ QUARTS OF SPIT IN A L|FET|/\AE, ENOUGH £
£
TO Fill TWO SWI.WAING POOLS
£

Freshly Popped
Popcorn Daily!
OFF-CAMPUS
STUDENT CENTER
Ground Floor Moseley Hall
Monday-Friday
beginning at 11am
50< donation for the Barbara Y. Keller
Scholarship benefitting Commuter &
Off-Campus Students
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One ol the tastes! ways to build a retirement nest egg
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is through tai-defeired Supplemental Retirement
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Annuities (SRAsI from TIAA-CREf

Your funds are automatically deducted from your paycheck, so it's easy to build income to supplement your
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Billions spent on energy crisis
By Don Thompson
IKE ASSOCIATED PRESS

Associated Press Photo

NO POWER: Ibrahim Khoury runs extension cords from a gas-powered generator through his deli Tuesday in San Francisco.

SACRAMENTO, Calif. — The
energy crunch thai brought two
days of rolling blackouts this
week also imperils California's
financial health, the state controller said \\ Win I'M Ui v.
Controller Kathleen Connell
said the slate's power-buying on
behalf of two strapped utilities is
gutting its budget surplus. Since
the state started making emergency power buys in January, the
surplus has fallen from $8.5 billion to about $3.2 billion, she said.
Meanwhile, Mexican President
Vicente Fox drew applause from
state lawmakers Wednesday by

promising to continue selling
surplus electricity to California.
But he added that Mexico could
not provide a "magic solution" to
the state's power problems.
Also Wednesday, a federal
judge issued a preliminary
injunction ordering a major electricity wholesaler to continue
selling to California despite its
fear that it will not get paid. U.S.
District fudge Frank Damrell said
Californians were at risk of
irreparable harm if Houstonbased Reliant Energy Services
stopped selling power.
California has been spending
about $45 million a day — $4.2
billion since January — to pur-

chase power for Pacific Gas and
Electric Co. and Southern
California Edison. Both utilities,
the state's largest, have been cut
off by electricity wholesalers
because their credit is almost
worthless.
Managers of the state power
grid imposed rolling blackouts
across the state Monday and
Tuesday because the power supply did not meet demand.
Wednesday, cooling temperatures and the completion of
repairs at several power plants
allowed the state to avoid blackouts.
Standard & Poor's has put the
state on a credit watch due to its

power purchases and chastised
Gov. Gray Davis, the Legislature
and state regulators for not taking
more aggressive steps to make
sure the utilities can pay their
bills
Edison and PG&E say they are
nearly $14 billion in debt due to
soaring wholesale power costs.
The state's deregulation law
blocks them from recovering the
costs from customers.
Connell ordered an audit of the
state's power-buying, saying
Davis is withholding key financial
information from her office and
the Legislature.

Cosmetics, soap contain high Ancient skull leads to new genus
levels of chemicals in bodies
By William McCall

IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ByEnnMcClam
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

ATLANTA— Americans' bodies
harbor
surprisingly
high
amounts of mercury and a questionable chemical used in soap
and cosmetics, federal health offi cials reported Wednesday in a
landmark study on environmental toxins in the body.
The study is the first nationwide to measure levels of 24 environmental toxins in people's
blood and urine, providing crucial infonnation that could be
used to pinpoint pollutants that
cause disease.
Animal studies have suggested
that large amounts of the chemical, dielhyl phthalate. may disrupt normal hormone function
and cause birth defects. Its effect
on humans hasn't been determined.
The report found that phthalates — additives found in products from perfume to nail polish

— appeared in humans at levels
"considerably higher than one
would have predicted," said Dr.
Richard Jackson, director of the
National
Center
for
Environmental Health.
Previous studies of environmental toxins had only tested air,
soil and water.
"Seeing chemicals in people's
bodies elevates their importance," said Lynn Goldman, a former Environmental Protection
Agency regulator.
The cosmetics industry contends phthalates are perfectly
safe. "We haven't seen any documented health effects in humans
from this." said Marian Stanley,
manager of the American
Chemistry Council's phthalate
panel.
The study also found higher
than expected levels of mercury,
which is believed to cause fetal
brain damage.
While the study found low lev-

els of mercury in children 1 to 5
years old, women of childbearing
age reflected higher levels than
previously estimated by the EPA,
Goldman said.
"That would mean we haven't
been taking the problem seriously enough," she said.
The numbers, based on a 1999
study of 3,800 people across the
country, may affect government
regulation of toxins such as lead,
mercury and pesticides. In many
cases, there are no previous numbers available for comparison.
The government plans to conduct the study annually, expanding it to more than 100 chemicals.
The reports will be broken down
by demographic categories such
as race, age, education and geographic region.
"It could be revolutionary in
terms of environmental health in
the United States," Jackson said.
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Scientists have discovered a
3.5 million-year-old skull in
Kenya that may force them to
rethink the central place of the
fossil nicknamed "Lucy" in the
human evolutionary tree.
The skull was identified by
Meave Leakey, a member of the
famed fossil-hunting Leakey
family. She said it is about the
same age as Lucy but appears to
be a completely different and
previously unknown species,
with a more human-like face.
Researchers named the
species Kenyanthropus plafyops,
or "flat-faced man of Kenya"
l£akey said the chances are
50-50 that this species — and not
Lucy's species, Australopithecus
afarensis — was an early direct
ancestor of humans.
"We've always assumed Lucy
was our ancestor, and now we
need to re-evaluate that idea,"
Frank Brown, a University of
Utah geologist who helped date
the site.
The skull was found by
researchers at the National
Museums of Kenya in 1998-99
along the shores of Lake Turkana.
Lucy's bones were found in
Ethiopia in 1974.
An analysis of the more recently discovered skull was published
in Thursday's issue of the journal
Nature.

Leakey said the species repre- this, as perhaps an environmensented by the new skull could tal adaptation to different regions
have been an ancestor of mod- at about the same time," Hill said.
Although Leakey believes the
em humans, or it could have
been an evolutionary dead end. skull represents a genus — a
At the same time, she said, the grouping that includes related
species — that is separate from
same could apply to Lucy.
And she acknowledged that Lucy's Australopithecus, another
researchers still could easily find researcher said it also could just
a third possible ancestor from be a subcategory of Lucy's
that period because of the great species or a related but different
number of fossil discoveries species within her genus.
"I think that's the most controbeing made in Africa
Leakey and her husband, versial part of this paper, the
Richard, who is known for his claim that it's a new genus," said
work as a Kenyan wildlife activist, Tim White, an anthropologist at
have made a series of fossil dis- the University of California at
coveries in East Africa, following Berkeley. "If you tliink of a family
in the footsteps of Richard tree with a trunk, we're talking
Leakey's parents, Louis and Mary about two trunks, if they're right."
Leakey said it was not surprisLeakey.
The Kenya skull has distinct ing to find evidence that ancient
qualities that appear to separate forerunners of humans diverged
it from Lucy's species, Leakey along separate evolutionary
and her colleagues reported. She paths around Lucy's time. "The
said one of the most striking fact we haven't seen it before is
things about the skull is how more a lack of evidence, 1
believe," she said.
human its face looks.
In a commentary accompanyAndrew Hill, a Yale anthropolthe
study,
George
ogist, said the skull has the ing
unusual combination of a large, Washington University anthroflat face and small teeth, com- pologist Daniel Lieberman said
pared with the generally big teeth the skull adds to the confusion
and a different facial structure for about the human evolutionary
Lucy. Hill said differences in teeth tree. But he said it also adds to
and jaw structure suggest differ- evidence that there were several
ent diets led to evolutionary human-like species between 2
. million and 3.5 million years ago
changes.
"You have to look for dietary that adapted well to different
reasons they're separated like environments.

Don't Stress About
Finding Furniture
www.newloverealty.com

Completely Furnished Apartments
»320 Him St #A-D: One bedroom spacious apartments
completely fucnishfid! FREE GAS HEAT. WATER & SEWER!'
Private parking lot Close to campus. $400 per month for a 12
month lease $500 per month for a 9 month lease
»320 Elm St. »E.C&H Two bedroom completely furnished
apartments FREE CAS HEAT. WATER & SEWER!! Private park
lng lot. Lots of space. Huge rooms. Walk to campus. $700 per
month for a 12 month lease $800 per month for a 9 month
ll'.INt'

NEWI9VE

Rentals
332 S. Main (our only office)

352 5620
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Bring your teaching degree to

California
In California you'll have more choices for school locations, teaching environments, climate,
sports, entertainment and places to live than in any other state. And you'll be welcomed with
open arms and minds eager to learn. We need you here. To learn how easy it is to get here,
call toll-free 1-888-CalTeach orvisitourwebsiteatwww.calteach.com.

a,

• Competitive starting salaries and benefit
• Smaller class sizes in schools statewide
• Housing and cost of living incentives

— -

UNIVERSITY
DINING
SERVICES

Comment Cards
Wil Be Available
at Kreischer Dining Center

• Strong community support for teachers
• Beautiful and diverse climate and scenery

Left Coast. Right Job."
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BRIEFING
Football schedule
corrections

THURSDAY

The 2001 Falcon football
schedule printed yesterday
had two incorrect dates in it.
Below is the entire schedule
with the corrections. Home
games are in boldface type.

March 22,
2001
www.b2news.com/sports

Sept. 1:@ Missouri
Sept. 8: Buffalo
Sept. 15: @> South Carolina
Sept. 22: Temple
Sept. 29: @ Marshall
Oct. 6: Kent (Homecoming)
Oct. 13: (^Western Mich.

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Skaters place fifth in Colorado

Oct. 20: @ Akron

Nov. 3: Miami
Nov. 10: @ Ohio
Nov. 23: Toledo

Bowling Green Synchronized Skating team takes fifth place in national competition in Colorado Springs on St Patrick's Day

Kenfs
Huffman a
premier
pressure
player

By Pete Stela
SPOIttS ( 011 OR

ERIK
CASSANO
Sports Reporter
"Papa Cass"
Hollowing Kent State's victory
in the Mid-American Conference
men's basketball tournament,
head coach Gary Waters shared a
small anecdote that offered
some insight into his coaching,
and the mentality of one of his
best players, junior guard Trevor
Huffman.
"At the end of the regular season, I had the team over to my
house for dinner and to play
some pool," he said. "After dinner, one of our Sports
Information people called, and
told me that jfellow team member] Demetric Shaw had won the
MAC Defensive Player of the Year
award. I gathered everyone
around and told them, and as I
did, I noticed Trevor seemed kind
of disappointed. I didn't say anything right then because I didn't
want to start anything."
After practice the next day.
Waters pulled Trevor aside and
asked him if he was disappointed
not winning the award.
"Yeah, to be honest, I am a little disappointed," Waters said he
was told by Huffman. "I guard
the toughest guy on every team."
Huffman was usually on the
opposing team's shooting guard,
most of the time their best athlete, so he did have a legitimate
case.
"I asked him if that was a preseason goal of his," Waters said.
"He said no. I told him not to be
disappointed then, because it
wasn't a goal he set out to
achieve.
"1 asked him what goals he did
set. He told me to be named to
the All-MAC first team, which he
was, and to win the MAC Most
Valuable Player award, which he
didn't. I said that was fine, just go
out and win the MAC
Tournament MVP, and you'll still
have accomplished it."
After holding Miami's highoctane outside shooter lason
Grunkenmeyer, four inches taller
than Huffman, to l-for-9 from
the floor in Kent's MAC championship game victory, Huffman
indeed won the tournament
MVP
Huffman is a reactionary player bearing a range of tools to
adjust to his team's needs in a
given situation. If Kent needs
someone to shut down the
opposing team's best shooter on
defense, he can do it. If Kent
needs somebody to step up and
lead the team in scoring, he can
do that as well.
In the second halves of the victory over Miami and Kent's
NCAA first round upset of
Indiana, Huffman shifted his
game into overdrive and made
himself the biggest defensive factor on the floor. He followed up
his shut-down of Grunkenmeyer
by aiding in the foul disqualifications of two Indiana starters in
the next game. At 6-1, it would be
easy to peg Huffman as a "pesky"
defender—somebody who is
persistent but has his effectiveness limited by his stature. He is
quite more, though. He plays
defense better than a lot of larger
forwards, let alone guards. He
can pry a ball loose from a much
bigger player, let a teammate
scoop it up, take a pass right back

Pt»to! pnwdwl

ICE DANCING: The Bowling Green Synchronized Skating team in action during the U.S. Figure
Skating Association's Synchronized Team Skating Championships in Colorado Springs March 17.

Rugby opens
spring season 5-0
By Wes Holsinger
CUES! WRITER

The Bowling Green rugby
team's season is only one weekend old, and already they are
sporting a 5-0 record. Picking up
right where they left off last fall,
the Falcons, in weather-shortened matches, defeated Pitt
three times with identical 20-0
scores. They also beat John
Carroll 35-0 and Eastern
Suburbs Rugby Club 10-0.
"Considering the fact that we
had only practiced outside just
once prior to those matches, I
didn't think that we looked too
rusty," senior wing Tun Rieger
said. "We got a chance to take a
look at how some of last fall's
rookies looked playing up a
level." Rieger mentioned locks
leff Meeker and Scott Hoag, wing
Doug Ryan, hooker loe Loa, and
fullback Alcssio DiFranco as
such.

"That group is typical of the
varied background we get for
students coming out to play
rugby," coach Roger Mazzarella
said. "DiFranco played in high
school and Meeker in the Army,
but Hoag was recruited in a like
at the bookstore, Ryan saw a
game on TV and Loas was
plucked off the club hockey
team."
Also continuing to impress is
ex-football
player
Kevin
Mongold. The sophomore wing
set a new single-game scoring
record last fall, reeling off seven
tries against Michigan. He went
on to lead the team with 18 tries,
four of them coming in the season-ending victory over Indiana,
which put the Falcons in this
spring's National Collegiate
Rugby Championship.
"Wfe've still got some football
to get out of him, but it's tough to
argue about skills that give him

the speed to run around defenders or the guts to run them over,"
Mazzarella said.
In the first match against Pin,
Mongold led off die new season
with three tries while wing Doug
Ryan picked up a fourth in the
victory. In the second match
against the Panthers, Rieger and
eight man Mike Hotz each
scored a pair of tries. Thescoring
in the third match was evenly
spread with Ryan, Loas, Meeker
and DiFranco getting one
apiece.
"We hung with BG for a
while," Pitt coach Tom Manion
said. "But realistically, how can
you beat a team as well-drilled as
they are? I can only point BG out
to my guys and say "That is what
we want to be'."
In the victory over John
Carroll, Mongold and Hoag each
RUGBY. PAGE 11
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UP THE FIELD: Senior wing Tim Rieger (center) breaks through the Pitt defense on his way to a try.

(
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While most students got as far
away from snow and ice as they
could last week, the Bowling
Green Synchronized Skating
team headed to Colorado
Springs for a national competition.
But for the 18 members of the
team who went (a normal team
consists of 20 people), the dayto-day weather didn't bother
them too much.
"It was warm the first couple
of days, but then it snowed the
rest of the time," said I.ana
Mastroianni, a sophomore sport
management major and the
team's president. "But we didn't
mind ... we looked out the windows in our hotel rooms and saw
mountains. It was really beautiful."
The Falcons competed in the
United States Figure Skating
Association
2001
U.S.
Synchronized Team Skating
Championships against 11 other
collegiate teams.
Schools represented in the
competition, which took place
on St. Patrick's Day, included
Miami, Western Michigan,
Boston and Delaware.
The Falcons took fifth, behind
Western Michigan, Miami,
Michigan State and Delaware,
which pleased BG coach Lona
Leek to all extremes.
"We skated really well and
really came together at the right
time," she said. "We skated about
as well as we could have."
According to Lynn Schaible, a
sophomore telecommunications major, skating as a team is
exciting and the squad is con-

nected witii arm holds for most
of their time on the ice.
"When you skate with a team,
it's more fun because there are
more people," she said. "It's not
hard because you have music
and you listen to the beats and
everyone has the same steps. As
long as everyone knows the
same steps, it's not chaos."
The team, which consists of
only two juniors, no seniors and
the rest underclassmen, practices three times a week in the
BG Ice Arena early in the morning.
Their routine, according to
Schaible. includes a half hour of
'off ice' time, where the team
stretches, does aerobics and
sometimes a little ballet.
The Falcons then proceed to
the 'on ice' time, which lasts
around an hour and a half, and is
where the routines arc worked
on and are choreographed to
music.
"We have a lot of say what we
do because we are in college and
are older," Schaible said. "But
there needs to be some organization with 18 girls on the ice."
Leek states that the interest in
the sport is growing and that
synchronized skating is the
"largest growing discipline of the
United States Figure Skating
Association.''
Despite the success of the
Falcons, a dark cloud hangs over
the ice.
The Brown and Orange are
trying to get admitted as a varsity
sport, as Miami and Western
Michigan have done at their
schools, but arc running into
SKATERS, PAGE 11

Tennis toils in
desert heat
By Erica Gambaccini
SPORTS REPORTER

While many students spent
their spring break on the
beach, the men's tennis team
battled the desert heat and
came out on top ending the
week with a 3-2 record and
improving their overall record
to 10-6.
The men started the week off
on March 14 in Las Vegas, with
a double-header and two 4-3
wins. First they served up
against Northern Iowa followed by Loyola Marymount.
"It was the toughest doubleheader in Bowling Green history," said head coach Jay Harris.
"Loyola Marymount was a
huge win for us."
Harris said the Falcons were
forced to use their depth,
which has been a key for them
all season long It allowed the
guys to step up, he said.
However, sophomore Geoff
Hiscox ended the day with a
sore elbow that kept him out of
play for the rest of the week
The next day the Brown and
Orange took on nationallyranked #39 South Carolina in a
close, tough match.
"The doubles were a key for
us," said Harris. "Nick (Moxley)
and Micael (Lopez-Acevedo)
were huge wins for us."
Despite these big wins the
Falcons lost 3-4.
"All three 4-3 matches were
though tough situations similiar to the DePaul and St. Louis
matches," said Harris.
On March 16, BG traveled to
San Diego, Calif., to take on
University of CaliforniaRiverside.
"We really took care of business," said Harris.
No Falcons lost more than
six games as the men swept UC
7-0.

After that win the Brown and
Orange went on to play
nationally-ranked #62 San
Diego State University and
faced a tough 0-7 loss. The
third-flight doubles team was
the only victory for the Falcons.
Now that the men arc back
in BG they are preparing to
take on the University of
Michigan tomorrow in Ann
Arbor.
"Michigan is going to be very
good," said Harris. "They
should be a lot like South
Carolina."
Harris is hoping that Hiscox's
shoulder will be better by then.
If not, he said, the other guys
are going to have to step up.
"We'll see what happens," he
said.
Harris believes that the
teams they have played so far
including those over spring
break have helped prepare the
team for their upcoming MidAmerican Conference schedule.
So far the men have not
played many schools in the
MAC, but after Michigan they
will begin to play teams within
their conference.
"We hope to make a run in
the MAC season," Harris said.
Women
The women are in the same
boat. They began to play teams
in the MAC on March 9 when
they battled against BuUer. The
women came away with a 6-1
win.
Head coach Penny Dean
said that Butler was a solid
team and the victory felt good.
The women fought through
some adversity, she said.
Since they did not travel anywhere over spring break it was
a time for rest according to
TENNIS. PAGE 11
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Kent's Huffman a pressure player Louisville names Pitino coach
PAP* CASS, FROM PAGE 10

and head into the forecourt to set
the offense.
Kendall Lewis, a sports radio
show host in Cleveland, commented to me after the game that
Kent is possibly the best team in
the MAC at turning the floor over
from the defensive end to the
offensive.
Huffman is a big reason why.
Defense is only part of his equation. Huffman's reactionary traits
are in full view at the offensive
end, where he can fill multiple
roles. Possessing the outside
touch of a shooting guard, the
dribbling technique of a point
guard and the fearless penetration of a small forward, Huffman
is a Swiss Army knife in basketball
shoes.
On
repeated
occasions
throughout the postseason,

Huffman saw the situation Kent
was in and reacted accordingly,
shifting into the role he needed to
fill for the team to win. Against
Miami, it was inside penetration.
Against a much larger Indiana
squad, it was a second-half
perimeter shooting barrage leading to a game-high 24 points.
Duiring the second half of the
Indiana game, CBS commentator Bill Walton said that Huffman
is one of those players who
knows how to step up their game
in a pressure situation.
That is something that cannot
be taught, at least not mechanically. A player, even with tremendous talent, has to believe—
almost to the point of singlemindedness—that they c«n
accomplish what they are setting
out to do. They have to want the
ball with the game on the line. All
the cheerleading and encourage-

Skaters want varsity

ment in the world can't make a
player like that It is something
that IK either part of their personality or it isn't. Huffman could
have been branded as being selfish for his disappointment at losing the Defensive Player of the
Year honors to a teammate. Or
he could be branded as a player
confident enough in his own
skills to believe he was capable of
winning the award.
Kent, and the MAC as a whole,
should be thankful that Huffman
is 6-1. If he had more height, he
may have gone to a BigTen or Big
East school. When the Wally
Szczerbiaks and Anthony Staceys
have departed for professional
careers, it is good to know that the
MAC can still recruit pressure
players like Huffman, the kind
that make watching March basketball fun.
TheChief87@aol.com

their fair share of road blocks.
"We don't really know what we
have to go through,'1 Leek said.
"Schools have different ways of
dealing with it. We've formally
requested to be considered for
the varsity level... and I think we
would be a great edition to the
athletic department."
The Brown and Orange is one
of the 18 club sports at the university.
for their trip to Colorado, the
team had to pay for air fare, food,
lodging competition fees, their
dresses... expenses that would be
picked up by the athletic department if the squad had varsity sta-

TENNIS, FROM PAGE 10

To earn the money, the team
held fundraisers, including a car
wash.
"It's hard on us to do all this,"
Schaiblc said. "If they took one
scholarship away from football, it
would help us so much."
The Falcons' fifth place finish
in Colorado made them, officially, the number five ranked team
in the nation.
But according to Mastroianni,
the thrill of victory was overshadowed by the lack of support from
the University.
"It feels good to be ranked but
it stinks because the university
doesn't recognize us," she said.

Dean.
"It was good that we had
spring break off," she said.
"They have been ready to go all
week."
And they will get their chance
to play on Friday when they
take on Akron at home.
"We should do all right," said
freshman Lisa Maloney. "We've
had a nice break. I think we
need to go out and beat everyone we can."
Dean said that Akron is pretty
good at the top singles spots,
but they don't match the
Falcons in depth.
After taking on the Zips BG
will serve up at home on

Ruggers start 5-0
RUGBY. FROM PAGE 10

scored a pair, and loas, DiFranco
and Rvan each touched down

The ruggers will travel to
Champaign, 111., Saturday to take
on Illinois and Eastern Illinois,
while a second squad will travel
to Cincinnati to play Xavier.

LOUISVILLE. Ky. — Rick
Pitino will be the next basketball
coach at Louisville, returning to
the state when he won a national championship in 1996, a
school source told The
Associated Press.
Louisville scheduled an early
evening news conference to
announce the new coach but
did not disclose a name.
The source, who works in the
school's athletic department
and spoke to the AP on condition of anonymity, said Pitino
would be introduced at the
news conference. ESPN reported that Pitino told the network
he had accepted the Louisville
job.

Tennis heats up

tus.
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By Chris Duncan
THC ASSOCHItl MISS
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Saturday against Buffalo, the
newest team in the league.
"This is MAC season," Dean
said. "We need to square up and
play a little better."
Devon Bissinger had elbow
surgery last summer and tore a
tendon on her same arm
recently. She has been out for
four weeks.
"She's a tough person," Dean
said. "She will play through any
injury."
Right now it is on a week-toweek basis as to whether or not
she will be able to play. It
depends on what the doctor
says, how she feels and if the
coach thinks she is ready to
play.
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BEACH PARTY
„ WEEKEND!
TTST

Heat Things
Up with our
Showgirls all
Weekend Long!

(across from Mercer Manor)
2 BATHROOMS
2 CAR GARAGE
4 BEDROOMS
1700 SQUARE FT
FIRE PLACES
• DISHWASHERS
AVAILABLE
• MICROWAVES
• WASHER/DRYER HOOKUPS
BEGINNING
•A/C
AUGUST 151
• FIRE PLACES
• FURNISHED & UNFURNISHED

'Dance Marathon 2001'
Final Pisanello's Night
Tonight!
4pm-rnidnight
Do it tor the kids!
FALL 2001 PRACTICUM OPPORTUNITIES IN THE INTRAMURAL
OFFICE FOR RECREATION AND
SPORT MANAGEMENT MAJORS
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN 130
PERRY FIELD HOUSE OR ON THE
WEB. DUE FRIDAY, APRIL 6. INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD APRIL
9-10
GET INVOLVED WITH INTRAMURALS!!! APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR THE INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD (IM
SUPERVISORS) FOR FALL 2001.
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN
THE IM OFFICE, 130 PERRY
FIELD HOUSE, OR ON THE WEB.
DUE BY MONDAY, APRIL 2. INTERVIEWS ARE LIMITED TO 14
APPLICANTS SELECTED BY
SCREENING COMMITTEE AND
WILL BE HELD APRIL 5-6.
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Campus Events
American Marketing Association
3 on 3 Basketball Tournament
April 8, 2001. SlO/person
Men & Women Brackets
Trophies, T-shirts, bragging nghts
Sign-up educ bldg. and dorms
DR. ALI A. MAZRUI
Creator ot the TV series
THE AFRICANS: A Triple Heritage
is coming to BGSU TOMORROW!
tor the AFRICANA STUDIES
Student Research Colloquium
in Jerome Library's Palhster
Conterence Room @ 9:00-4:00 and
will give a FREE LECTURE ©
12:15-1:00
in the 8 O'Clock Room ot Kreischer.

C()LOR(.l ARD/I LAG
Saturday. March 24 - 1:00-5:00pm or
Saturday. August 4 - 1 l:(X)am-5:00pm
Meet in Room 1007 - Moore Musical Arts

k

PERCUSSION
Saturday. April 28 - l:00-5:00pm
Saturday. August 4 - 1 l:00am-5:00pm
Percussionists are required to attend both audition dates.
Meet in Room 1012 - Moore Musical Arts
TWIRI.KR
Monday. August 6. 11:00am-6:00pm
Meet in Room 1012 - Moore Musical Arts

■■■■■in
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Cla-zel Theatre
127 N. Main St., B.G. • 353-1361
RON GALLAGHER
"Formerly Known as Gallagher II"

Scholarship
fudent centet
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• To Audition for Colorguard/Flag. Percussion or
Tuirlcr. you must register b) March 23. by calling the
band office al ."2-2186
• To Audition on a wind instrument y»\ must register
b) March 30 b> calling 372-2186
• You do not have to be a music major to participate in
BGSU band activities.

rww.wcnet.org/~gbrental

Off-Campus/Commuter Students

J

Personals

August 20 - August 26

GREENBRIAR, INC.
352-0717
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Bentwood
Subdivision

FREE Admission j
with Beach Apparel!:

135 S Byrne Rd
Toledo 531-0079
www.dejavu.com

for CBS before flying to Boston
to meet his family on Sunday
night.
Pitino replaces Hall of Fame
coach Denny Crum, who retired
after months of strained relations with lurich. The 64-yearold Crum had two seasons left
on his contract but accepted a
$7 million buyout.
Speculation began immediately that Pitino was lunch's top
choice, and even ex-Louisville
players voiced support.
lurich called a news conference March 6 to confirm he was
pursuing Pitino. When Pitino
expressed
interest,
some
Kentucky fans said they were
angry that Pitino would even
consider coaching the Wildcats'
rival.

nun

March 25rd
* Club Friday Music Dry Bones Revival
{classic rock/blues). 6 30-9 jo 1 M
* fCtftOur The Mystery ofMyth. 6 45m
* lecture Ancient Igyption Wigs and
Hairstyles. Je»
* FREE Performance Spectruni
bsters m Song. 8PM
Op*n eveiy t'KjJy.6-10. M
144S Monroe Sl'f*t Toledo OH 436JO

Pitino. who won the national
title as coach of the Kentucky
Wildcats, resigned as coach and
president of the Boston Celtics
in January after three and a half
disappointing seasons.
His hiring at Louisville follows
a bold, aggressive courtship by
Louisville athletic director Tom
Jurich, who acted as a one-man
search committee. Jurich said
two weeks ago that Pitino was
his only candidate for the job.
lurich flew to Pitino's Miami
home on March 9 and persuaded him to visit campus last
week.
Pitino left impressed, but said
he wanted to consult his family
before making a decision. He
worked at the NCAA Midwest
Regional In Dayton as an analyst

Comedy & Audience Participation
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND! LAST APPEARANCE IN BG
4 SELLOUT SHOWS. ALL SEATS RESERVED

•Available to BGSU off-campus/commuting
undergrad student in good standing with
the University.

Candidates will be considered in the basis of their contributions to
off-campus commuting students, the Non Traditional Student Assoc,
the OffCampus Connection student organization and/or the
Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center.

Seen on E!
& Howard Stern,

k

/TICKETS
GOING FAST!)

Brand
New Act
For 2001

Flash Cameras
Permitted

Applications an now available at theBe locations:

$500

• The Hazel H Smith OffCampus Student Center.
Ground Level Moseley Hall
• The Office of Student Life, 405 Saddlemire Student
Services Building
• The Financial Aid Office, 231 Administration Building

Applications are due - 5:00 Friday, March 30, 2001

^
All applications should be directed to:
J?
g Hazel H. Smith Memorial Scholarship Committee c/o Hazel H. Smith Off-Campus Student Center ?
^
Moseley Hall [ground level) - BGSU Bowling Green, OH, 43403-0153

I
Tickets for Sale from I
4:30pm-9:30pm daily
at Theatre

Charge by Phone
TOLL FREE 24 hours

1-877-6444333

Ticket Prices $15
Saturday, March 24, 2001
Showtime: 8 & 10pm

Personals

Personals

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Senior Portraits

500 Summer Camp PositionsNorlheast. 1-800-443-6428.
www.summercampemployment.com

Data entry specialist
Full or pan time. Must be accurate
and computer literate. Will Irain.
Good pay and benefits. Call 419244-2166 ext. 228 or 800-291-3808.

Tennis Positions, all levels,
Northeast Summer Camps.
www.summercampemployment.com
or 1-800-443-6428

Counter help needed. Must be al
least 19 yrs. old. Call Tanglewood
Got! Club at 1-419-833-1725 for
more info.

For Sale

www.bgnews.com
'Dance Marathon 2001*
Spaghetti Dinner
Friday. 4-7pm
Mac Cow Room
Only $8 bursarable at door

Questions? Call 372-0530
Scholarship Opportunities
for freshmen and sophomores
Enroll in Army ROTC and compete
for 3 & 2-year awards which cover
tuition, books & fees. + $200/mo.
for expenses.
Call tor details: 372-2476

Management Inc.

SIGNING LEASES
NOW
2001/2002

AIEECA

Management Inc.
IlillsdaleApts. 1082 Purview,
I Bdrms & 2 Bdrms
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
washer/dryer hook-up in 2 Bdrm

Slatls al S3W-CalI 353-5800

Pregnant? Get Tested.
Confidential, professional service.

354-4673 BGPC

fHlGHLAND^j
MANAGEMENT

130 K. Washington Sued. Bowling Green

354-6036

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apt. 215 E Pi*

Munagenienf Inc.
Hi in/-ih Apts. 710 N Enterprise
1 Bdttns/Air Condilion
Dishwashcr/Garbagc Disposal
Starts al $410 Call 353-5800

www.wcnet.org/-mecca

Unlimited tanning thru fmals-S45
1 mo. unlimited $30.
Campus Tanning 352-7889
Wood County Humane Society
Cats and Dogs S55 each
Call 352-7339

Wanted

1 F. sublsr.. Move in May, own
room, close to campus, private pkg.,
turn., $247.50 mo. 353-0183. Liza.

Some remodeled
$550/mo.-12 mo. lease
laundry facilities on-srte

1 fern, subleases
May thru August. Own room.
Painted Lady 353-2366

♦Air/heat

The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom laundry facilities
in tudg.. a/c, quiet.
From $395/month

Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St

Slop by our office at
1045 N. Main St
for complete hsttne or
Call 353-5800.

This is your last chance for
portraits this year!!

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 8th St.
2 bedroom-$475/mo-12 mo lease

Ajl&CA
M.Hi.u;ciiii-i a Inc.

/vfEfcCA
Management Inc.

$i.oogoes to
Dance Marathon + earn
spirit points!

ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!

Starts al 5250-Call 353-5800

Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts at S400 - Call 353-5800

No appointments needed
Stop by 28 West Hall

www.wcnet orgy-highland

Studios & Large 1 Bdrms
Laundr\ on silc

I bdrms /Air Condition

lO-6 TODAY

The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One and two bedroom A/C.
on-site laundry, ceramic tile,
sounaproof construction skylights
dishwashers, vaulted ce*ngs
from $510/month -12 month lease
14354 West Poo
3» bedrooms, rural setting
W/D, city services
VSlOOC/month - 12 month lease

1 Sublsr. avail, immed thru summer. Own bedroom in house. Washer/dryer. Close to campus.352-1298.
2 female subleasers needed MayAugust. $600 whole summer, utilities included Call 373-1867 for more
info.
Help share expenses. Apt. 2 miles
from campus. Furnished Lease thru
July. $275 mo. incl. util. Call 419668-7977 after 5pm weekdays. Anytime weekends.
Subleaser wanted, 2 bdrm, ground
floor, lots of light, now or summer,

$455 mo. 352-5239.

r-OGOOO

CAMP WAYNE FOR GIRLS-NE
Pennsylvania{6/19-8/17/01). Directors for Gymnastics, Fine Arts.
Camping "Nature, Golf, Swimming.
Counselors for: Tennis. Team
Sports. Ropes, Self-Defense. Gymnastics, Aerobics, Cheerleading.
Swimming, Sailing, Water-skiing,
Fine Arts and Crafts, Piano, Drama,
Photography, Guitar, Video, Group
Leaders. On Campus interviews
March 30th. Call 800-279-3019 or
go to www.campwaynegiris com.

Great summer jobs. S10-S12 an hr.
Work outside. Taking applications
now. 1-800-277-9787 or www.collegepro.com.
Mongoose Mountain Bike $80.-. Sony 3-way bookshelf speakers $60.-,
Clarion fold down face CD playerbrand new$180- 354-2447.

Child Care Staff
Innovative, dnven persons needed
to lead YMCA Child Care Programs
in Bowling Green & Perrysburg.
Must enjoy playing w/ children. Currently hiring for the following positions: Counselors- !8yrs of age w/
H.S. diploma. Experience preferred,
will train. The YMCA offers competitive pay & a great working environment Flexible hrs. Benefits avail, include YMCA membership. Apply in
person to: Ft. Meigs Center For
Health Promotion, 13415 Eckel Jet
Rd.. Perrysburg. Ohio 43551, (419)
251-9622.

Summer & Full-Time Positions
Beauliful lakefront yachting dub
seeks friendly team players.
Will train qualified candidates as:
Full-time, Red Cross certified, available weekends, experience needed.
Servers
Bussers
Host - Hostess
Bartenders
Dock Attendants
Lifeguards
Line Cooks - Banquet Prep
Snack Bar Supervisor - Attendants
Asst. Sail camp Director
Saiicamp Counselors
Incentive Programs - Flexible hrs.
Excellent Pay
Wednesday thru Sunday
200 Yacht Club Dr.
Rocky River, OH 44116
(440)333-1155 or (440)333-1310
Ask for Kalhy or Marc

Digital Artist
Small growing company seeks additional photo retouchers. Photoshop
experience required. Full time with
benefits. Hours are from 9:00 to
5:00. Monday thru Friday. Send resume, cover letter and samples (zip
disk, web address, or laser pnnts) to
Naptime Productions. PO Box 7,
Rossford, OH 43460 or fax 6629525
Drum lessons offered. Call Bowling
Green Music and Sound at 352-

6612.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in
over-time hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a
minimum of 15 hours per week or 40
hours plus over-time. Many college
students work here Starting pay is
$5 30 per hour with an automatic
$.25 per hour increase to $5 55 after
100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs
involving assembling and packaging
small parts Apply in person between the hours of 9:00am and
5:00pm (Monday-Friday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS, INC., 428 Clough Street,
Bowling Green. Ohio, only 2 blocks
from campus near Kinko's and Dairy
Queen next to the railroad tracks.

Advertise in the
BGNews Classifieds
[Look no further
than Kaufman's Steakhouse
for NTN Interactive Trivia
Games!]

372-6977

Where great (nod is
anything lint trivial

SUMMER CAMP JOBS Camp Counselors needed for top girl^s camp in
Maine Top salary, travel paid in full, room/board/laundry and uniform provided Skilled in Arts/Crafts (ceramics, jewelry, stained glass). Basketball.
Canoeing. Dance (lazz. Pointe. Tap). Field Hockey, Golf. Gymnastics,
Horseback Riding/English Hunt Seat. Lacrosse. Photographer/Videographer.
Piano Accompanist, Office/Administratton. Outdoor Adventure.
Ropes/Challenge Course. Sailing, Soccer. Softball. Swimming. Tennis.
Theatre. Volleyball. Water-skiing. Windsurfing Additional opportunities for
kitchen, cooks, maintenance, webmaster, nurses.

ON- CAMPUS
TODAY! ,
CAMP VEGA FOR GIRLS'! Visil our websile at www.eampvega.com
to complete an application and receive a camp video or call 1-800838-8342
Come see us! We will be on campus Wednesday. March 28th
Olscamp Hall Room 104 from 10am-3pm Drop-in interviews
encouraged, no appointment necessary

^orco*

•Additional Toppings $1.00 each
•Limited time offer
•No Coupon necessary

IARG€ PIZZA
Cheese & 1 Topping
•Additional Toppings $1.00 each
•Limited time offer
•No Coupon necessary

LA

Tickets On Sale Now

99
99

-FREE DELIVERY

"*

JOHNNEWLOVE

Nwnwwiiwa

Rental Office
319 E. Woostcr St.
Rentals available
for summer and
fall. Stop by for
our full listing.

353-BGSUS

The Aurora Academy, a community
school located in Toledo, is seeking
middle grade teachers in the subject
areas of Science and Math. Candidates must have valid certificate to
teach in the State of Ohio. Send
cover letter and resume, with attention to the Director, to 541 Utah
Street, Toledo, OH, 43605, or fax to:
419-693-4799.

354-2260
(Summer

Y

Employment

1992 Taurus LX. Well maintained,
runs great, new front tires. Call 372
2569 days, 872-2137 after 6pm.
$2,500 obo.
'89 Honda Accord--many new parts.
Dependable. $2000, obo. Call Brian
al 353-5197.
'92 Toyota Corolla-many new parts!
JVC CD, economical/dependable
car. $3,000, obo. Call Darren 3548210.
HONDAS FROM $500! Police impounds and lax repos! For listings 1 800-719-3001 ex14558

For Rent
"4 bedroom house available, central air, washer/dryer, located at 749
4th St Call 353-0325
"Efficiencies, Apartments,
and Rooms
146 S College efficiency, $315 a
month, includes utilities.
309 1/2 E Merry, rooms $220 a
month, includes utilities
316 and 311 E. Merry apartments,
$510 or $560 a month
Call 353-0325
1 bdrm. apt. across from campus.
Avail. June 1st, 1 yr. lease.
$350/mo . utilities Call 419-8975997
12 month leases starting
May 19.2001
226 N Enterpnse HB-1 Br -1 person-$420 ♦ util.
230 N. Enterpnse »C-1 Br.-1 person-$360 » util.
266 Manville Front-1 Br.-1 person$380 ♦ util.
322 E Court »2-1 Br -1 person-$405
incl. all util.
322 E Court ■4-1 Br -1 person S415
incl all util
424 1/2 S Summit-Effic 1 person$260* dec.
605 5th HC-2 Br -2 person-$400 ♦
util.
Steve Smith 352-8917 or 308-2710
3-4 BR house, country setting, city
services, W/D, grad 'prof
$1000/mo . Call 354-6036
3-4 female sublsrs. needed, 4 bdrm.
house for summer, May to Aug.,
$250 per mo. plus util 352-5228
4 bdrm., 1 bath, house at 516 E
Reed, Avail. Aug. 16 for a 12 mo.
lease. $975 per mo House in good
shape w/ nice backyard. 1/2 block
from campus, carpeted w/ off street
parking, unlum except refng . d/w,
A stove No dogs, security deposit
required, Call 419-885-8307, leave a
message for Steve
439 1/2 N Main. 3 bdrm , upper.
$650 mo. plus util. Avail. June 1.

Call 353-0494.
719 Fourth, 3 bdrms , 1 bath. $650
mo. plus util. Avail. May 16

353-0494
723 Fourth, 3 bdrm., 2 bath Avail.
May 17 $800 mo plus util
. 353-0494
Apt. for rent, 2 or 3 bdrms.. walking
distance to town & campus.
$630/mo plus util. Grad students
only with references Call 352-1234.
Apt. for rent, May through August, 2
bdrm., AC, close to campus.
$475/month plus gas and electric
Call 352-5332 alter 5:00pm.
APTS FOR RENI
426 1/2 E. Woosler, 2 bdrm., avail.
6/1/01, ulils ind. $475/mo. 3525882.
APTS FOR RENT
426 E. Woosler, 1 bdrm avail
6/1/01, dean, A/C, utils ind
$360/mo. 352-5882.
Female subleasers needed lor summer of 2001. 4 bdrm. brand new
house on Third St. Furnished. $220
a month plus utility. May 15-August
20. Call 372-4924.
For rent-1 bedroom house. 316
Ridge (rear). $350/month Call 3542854.
Houses, 1, 2, A 3 bdrm. apis, beginning May '01. 9& 12 mo. leases.
352-7454.
Prefer grad. student. 2 bdrm. house,
quiet, washer/dryer. $550 plus util.
Avail. May 1. 352-6847, ask for Allen.
Sm. 3br. house, turn., w/d, 12 mo.
lease avail. 8/01. $700/mo. rent,
A.C. plus util., no pets. 352-8827
811 Second SI.

I

Thf Toledo SUjtfc Rnuyiwvt Criuc,
May 14.1999

Positions Available are:

The City of
Bowling Green
Parks & Recreation
Department
is seeking several mature
individuals to join our

1045 N. Main
(2
8)
New Business Hours
Y1 ^ Sun-Wed llam-l:30am, Thur-Sat llam-2:30am

\th\et»«

734-878-6628
Summer Work for Students
Men wilting to team and work on
wood floors, including gym floors.
Starting when school is out for the
summer until the end of August.
Work consists of operating equipment, including floor buffers and
floor sanding machines. Also measuring, laying out and painting game
lines and art work. And applying
gym floor finishes. We will thoroughly train you in all phases of the work.
Job pays $8 00 per hour. You can
expect between 40-50 hours per
week. Hours can be flexible. Must
be punctual and reliable and willing
to accept responsibility. Please contact Bob Koch-419-385-5814 or lax
resume to 419-385-6483

12:00 pm

Sat March 24
8:00 pm

person or attend our job fair on Sat.,
March 24 (11a-3p) 8 2200 Polaris
Parkway. Columbus, OH 43240 or
call 614.431.2200 for more info

Summer camp near Ann Arbor
seeks counselors, life guards, health
officer. Room, board, & salary.

Recess:
School's Out

fftarcos
Pizza
SPECIALS

Cheese & 1 Topping

proud
Sports°r
OTBGSI);

Cla-Zel Theatre
Downtown BG * 353-1361
www.clazel.com

Ron
Gallagher

Polans Amphitheater is accepting
applications tor part-time seasonal
positions for security, guest services
A housekeeping. Access an application on-line W

Social Work Administrator
Toledo area homeless shelter seeking an Executive Director. Candidates must be flexible and
experienced in grant writing and accountability, staff (including social
worker) supervision; public speaking; client management; financial,
staff, and client record keeping; and
community awareness/involvement
Master's Degree in Social Service
Administration; substance abuse
counseling experience a plus. Send
cover letter and resume, including
salary requirements, to: Executive
Director, PO Box 212, Samana, Ml,
48177 or email same to
bonadine eaccesstoledo.com.

nans

IN MAINE

NEEDED
MH Teachers for the 2001-2002
school year.
APPLY: www.iairporn.k12.oh.us
RESUME: (937) 879-8180 fax.

Pro Shop S Bag room staff needed
(M or F). Flex, hrs, wages + tips.
Heatherdowns Country Club, 3850248, ask lor Chns.

amxaxD

SUMMER CAMP JOBS

PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE
MONEY! Top rated boys sports
camp in Maine. Need counselors to
coach all sports, tennis, basketball,
baseball, rollerhockey, water-sports,
rock-climbing, biking, golf, creative
activities Work outdoors, have a
great summer. CALL FREE (888)844-8080 or APPLY ONLINE:
WWW,campc"dar.coffl/

1990 Honda Accord, 125K mi. A-1
shape. $4995 352-6847, ask tor Allen.

summer program staff.

Aquatic Complex Manager • Aquatic ComploAswtant Manager • Lifeguard • Swim Instructor •
Pool Attendant • Concession Manager •
Concession Attendant • Assistant manager for
Carter Park AduK Soon Complex • Softball
Storekeepers ■ Park Maintenance (Bell Fields.
Parka and Aquatic Facility) • Arts and Crafts
Instructor • Baton Instructor • Tennie Instructor •
Cheerleading Instructor • Vouth Softball Umpires •
Roller Hockey Instructor ■ Track Instructor • Special
Events Specialists and Program Specialists who
conduct Day Camps • Nature Camps and Sport
Camps for youth from 3.5- u years of age.
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I've long argued

best eatery

between Toledo
and Columbus
I. M^f

